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Abstract

This paper presents a sociolinguistic survey conducted among the Aja speech communities (Kwa
language family) of Benin and Togo. The survey was designed to help SIL-Togo/Benin administrators
determine what the nature and extent of SIL’s involvement in these language communities might be.

Through the administration of community and individual questionnaires, comprehension testing, and the
elicitation of word lists; the survey researchers collected data concerning: tested and reported levels of
dialect intercomprehension; language attitudes toward both written and oral forms of Aja, specifically
the Hwe and Dogbo dialects; language use in various domains both public and private; reported levels of
bilingualism in Ewe and Mina (Togo only); as well as education and literacy levels.

With regard to dialect intercomprehension three factors were considered: existent dialect situation,
lexical similarity, and comprehension. Through a combination of statements by community leaders and
data indicating a high degree of lexical similarity as well as high levels of tested comprehension, the
results appear to indicate that five closely related varieties of Aja exist: Hwe, Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and
Tala. Further, comprehension testing of a Hwe and a Dogbo narrative indicate high levels of
comprehension of both varieties throughout the Aja community. However, reported data indicate that,
overall, Hwe is better understood than Dogbo.

The results further indicate positive attitudes of the general Aja community toward their language and its
development. Especially in Benin, attitudes toward Aja development appear to be very positive both in
regard to nonformal and formal education with plans to increase the promotion of Aja literacy as well as
the objective to integrate Aja into schools as the medium of instruction. In Togo, the situation appears to
be somewhat different with no efforts regarding Aja language development having yet been undertaken.
However, Aja community leaders in Togo expressed interest in an Aja language development project,
especially Aja literacy and cooperation with SIL. Although Aja development in general is favored, so far
Aja has not been officially standardized, and no decision has been made whether to base standard Aja on
a synthesis of several Aja dialects or on one specific variety of Aja. National linguists and education
officials seem to prefer the former option. However, reported data at the village level appear to indicate
that Hwe would be the preferable variety, whereas attitudes toward Dogbo are somewhat mixed and
altogether less positive. In the church context, attitudes toward the oral use of Aja during the church
service as well as toward the translation of the Bible into Aja also appear to be positive. Furthermore, the
interviewed leaders from most of the denominations represented stated that efforts to translate the Bible
into Aja have already been undertaken by their denomination, and that they were interested in a multi-
denominational translation program, organized as an NGO.

Concerning language use patterns, the elicited data appear to indicate that the Aja language is used
almost exclusively in all domains both public and private. Likewise, Aja is used in the church context
during church services with additional use of French and to some degree of Fon or Ewe (both languages
of wider communication). Given these findings along with government recognition and development
plans (Benin only); it is safe to say that there is no danger of language shift or death, at least in the
foreseeable future.

These findings, especially those based on the factors of dialect intercomprehension and language
attitudes, appear to indicate that all Aja varieties would be able to benefit from the same language
program. The written register could be based on a synthesis of several Aja dialects or on one specific
variety of Aja, namely Hwe.
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1 Introduction

This paper reports on a sociolinguistic survey conducted in the Aja speech communities of Benin and Togo. The purpose
of the survey was to gather data that would help administrators of SIL Togo/Benin decide the nature and extent of SIL’s
involvement among these communities.

The survey was carried out between November 12 and December 11, 1996 by Angela Kluge and Barbara Tompkins
(members of SIL, Togo/Benin).

In the following sections, general background information on the Aja area will be given, followed by a description of
previous linguistic research, a presentation of the research questions for the current study, and a description of the applied
methodology. Following these sections, the results of the survey will be discussed. Finally, conclusions and
recommendations for the Aja language program will be presented.

2 Background information

In the following sections, pertinent background information will be presented in regard to the Aja language situation as
well as the population, history of migration, education, church and mission situation, and Aja language development.
Some of the data were gathered during interviews with various community leaders. (See section 6.1.)

2.1 Language situation

2.1.1 Language classification

Aja is classified as a Kwa language. Further classification, according to the Ethnologue (Grimes 1996; see also Stewart
1989), is as follows:

–Left Bank, Gbe, Aja

Alternative names are: Aja, Adja, Hwe

For Togo the Ethnologue (Grimes 1996) also lists Hwe as a separate entry with the following classification: Kwa, Left
Bank, Gbe, Aja. Alternative names are given as “èhouè” and “hweda”.1

Dialects, according to the Ethnologue (Grimes 1996), are: Hwegbe, Dogbo-Gbe (Benin only), and Tàgóbé (Togo only).
Alternative names for the Tàgóbé dialect, according to Capo (1986:15), are: Stádó, Tado, Sado, and Tadou.

According to T.Y. Tchitchi, linguistic consultant with CENALA and L1 Aja speaker, there are three dialects of Aja in
Benin: Hwe, Dogbo, and Sikpi (Tchitchi 1984:11, 12; 1996). These dialects are found in and around the villages of Azovè,
Dogbo, and Tchikpe respectively. Tchitchi also reports that the Aja-Hwe spoken in Togo, in the area around Tado, is the
same as the Hwe variety spoken in Benin.

2.1.2 Language area

The Aja people are spread over a large area on both sides of the Mono River extending into both Togo and Benin.

During the community interviews, it was discovered that the maps being used to determine the extent of the language area
were often inaccurate. This was due both to the fact that the maps were old and that there is often not a clear distinction
made between villages and neighborhoods. Thus, the village names on the maps were often wrong. Therefore, due to both

                                                       
1The Ethnologue entry for Hwe is followed by an entry for “Hwla” which is listed as an unclassified language in an

unknown region with, according to the Atlas Sociolinguistique of Togo (C.N.L.T. 1983), a population of 31,719. It is
further specified that Hwla may be the same as Hwe in Togo or Xwla-Gbe in Benin.
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the immensity of the language area and the inadequacy of available maps, it will not be possible to give an exhaustive
listing of Aja villages. (See appendix A for a map of the area.)

2.1.1.1 Benin

Aja is primarily spoken in the Mono region in the Sous-Préfectures of Aplahoué, Djakotomè, Dogbo, Klouékanmè, Lalo,
and Tovinklin. There are also Aja people living in the Sous-Préfectures of Djidja and Agbangnizoun. However, these
people live in mixed villages with other language groups, and there are, reportedly, no 100% Aja villages in these areas.
Therefore, it can be stated that the Aja of Benin are primarily situated in an area bordered by the Kouffo River to the east
and the Aja of Togo to the west. The Aja are surrounded by related language groups: to the north and northeast are the
Fon, to the southeast are found the Ci (Tchi), and to the south are the Ko (Kotafon) and Saxwe groups. (See section 7.1 for
more details and appendix B for a complete listing of Aja villages in Benin.)

2.1.1.2 Togo

The Aja are situated near the Mono River in the southeast corner of the “Provence des Plateaux,” north and south of the
“Forêt de Togodo” in the prefecture of Moyen-Mono, as well as in the prefecture “des Lacs” and the prefecture of Yoto. To
the north and northwest the Aja are bordered by Ifè, to the southwest are Ewe, to the south are found the Waci, and to the
east are found the Aja of Benin.

According to the Ethnologue (Grimes 1992:401), the main centers for Aja are Tado, Tohoun, and Asrama. In addition, the
Atlas Sociolinguistique of Togo (C.N.L.T. 1983) lists Kpékplémé as the most northern village and Agomé-Glozou and
Agomé-Séva as the most southern villages. Other villages, according to Tchitchi (1996) are Ountivou and Sagada. (See
section 7.1 for more details.)

2.2 Population

According to Vanderaa (1991) as listed in the Ethnologue (Grimes 1992:401), the Aja population is 302,500 in Benin
(1991) and 110,600 in Togo (1991), giving a total of 413,100.

2.2.1 Benin

For Benin, more recent population data were elicited during the 1992 Benin Census which gives population totals both by
ethnic group2 as well as by political community (Ministère du Plan et de la Restructuration Economique du Bénin 1994).
The total by ethnic group numbers the Aja population with 437,618 (208,174 males; 229,444 females) (Vol.II, Tome
3:47).

In regard to Dogbo, Akpakla (1992) lists the Aja population in the major Dogbo communities at 51,100.

2.2.2 Togo

Population data was obtained for the prefecture of Moyen-Mono at the “Direction Préfectorale de la Santé du Moyen-
Mono” in Tohoun (estimates for 1996 according to the “Ministère du Plan,” “Direction Regionale du Plan”).

                                                       
2It is noted, that during the census individuals were asked to which ethnic group they belong and not which language

they speak as their first language. Thus, interviewees identified with their father’s ethnic group, even though they might
neither speak his language nor live in the language area.
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Ville Tohoun: 6,500
Ahassomé and surrounding villages: 1,650
Kpékplémé: 5,200

− surrounding villages: 10,806
Tado: 5,688

− surrounding villages: 9,214

No population information was gathered for either the prefecture “des Lacs” or the prefecture of Yoto.

2.3 History of migration

Westermann (1954) suggests the term “Ewe” as cover term for the Gbe language continuum, mentioning three major
dialect zones for the Ewe language: a western zone (Anglo and the dialects of the western interior), a middle zone (Aja,
Gen,3 and Waci), and an eastern zone (Fon, Gun, and Maxi).

The Ghanaian historian Mamattah (1978) proposes that all Ewe people groups had their historical origin in the area
surrounded by the Niger River, more specifically around Ketu from where they departed in several migration waves. One
group founded a settlement in Tado (“Stádó” or “Tádó”) which, according to Capo (1980), became the center of the Aja
language. It is from here that speakers of the various Aja dialects and of various other Gbe varieties supposedly originated
and eventually migrated to their present locations:

Quant aux locuteurs de la plupart des dialectes Ajá, ils se réclament comme les continuateurs de la tradition
ancestrale de Stádó d’autant plus que les deux noms sont étroitement liés (très souvent ‘Ajá-Tádó’). Certains
d’entre eux avancent, et Bertho (1946) semble le corroborer, que ‘l’Adja est la langue-mère de toutes les autres
langues parlées dans notre aire culturelle’. Cette assertion indiquerait que, comme l’écrit Pazzi (1976:3), “depuis
ses origines, Tado a gardé la même langue Aja.” (Capo 1986:49, 50)

The 1992 census report for the Mono region (Ministère 1994:4) comes to a similar conclusion regarding the origin of the
Aja people:

Les Adja, autrefois guerriers, chassés de la vallée du Nil, entreprirent une grande migration vers l’Ouest transitant
par Oyo (Nigeria) et Kétou et s’arrêtèrent à Tado (Togo) où ils créèrent le royaume de Tado (13ème – 14ème
siècle). De là, après des scissions, un groupe repartit en direction de Notsé (les Ewe du Togo) et un autre vers l’est,
s’installa à Aplahoué (les Adja du Bénin) vers le 15ème siècle. Ils ont donné naissance...tout récemment aux Ehue
qui sont installés le long du fleuve Mono sur le territoire togolais.

According to village elders in Tado, Dannouhoué, and Tchikpe, the Aja originated in Tado. However, interviewed elders
in Dogbo-Ahomé claim no relation to the Aja of Tado. Reportedly, the name Dogbo comes from a myth concerning the
origin of the people in this region. According to legend, a man and a woman descended from the sky in a calabash which
was attached to a cord. As it hit the ground (“do”) the calabash tipped over (“gbo”) and deposited the man and woman in
the area which is now Dogbo (Igue 1996).

2.4 Church and mission situation

For Benin, Vandeera (1991:7), referring to Protestant churches and missions only, reports the presence of 20 Protestant
churches, numbering the Protestant community with 2,500 members in 1990. In regard to Togo, Vandeera (1991:14) lists
27 Protestant churches with 3,000 members in 1990.

As far as the presence of Protestant missions is concerned, Hinton (1996) of the Southern Baptist Mission reports that the
Southern Baptist Mission currently has teams working in the language area (Azovè, Benin, and Ountivou, Togo) whose
primary task is evangelism and church planting. Church of Christ has also recently allocated a team to the language area

                                                       
3An alternative name widely used for “Gen” is “Mina”.
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(Azovè, Benin) with the main focus being church planting. However, the whole language area has reportedly been selected
by Church of Christ, and there are four additional teams scheduled to arrive in the language area, most likely Azovè,
within the next five years.

2.5 Education

2.5.1 Formal

In Benin and Togo, formal education is conducted in French.

2.5.1.1 Benin

As regards the number of schools in the Beninese part of the Aja area and enrollment figures, the “Direction
Départemental d’Education” (DDE) in Lokossa, gives the following information. (See appendix B for a complete listing of
villages.)

(1) Primary Schools (1995/1996)

Sous-Préfecture          No. of schools        Girls                     Boys                    Total

Aplahoué 41 2,968 6,500 9,468
Djakotomè 45 2,690 8,090 10,780
Dogbo 44 4,095 7,787 11,882
Klouékanmè 28 2,336 6,038 8,374
Lalo 36 1,542 5,035 6,575
Tovinklin 25 1,601 4,723 6,324

---- -------- -------- --------
TOTAL 219 15,232 38,173 53,403

(2) Middle and secondary school (Collège)

The middle and secondary school years, CEG,4 are divided into two cycles: the first is four years and the second is three
years.

Sous-Préfecture No. of schools Girls Boys Total

Cycle 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

Aplahoué 1 1 212 59 841 341 1,053 400
Djakotomè 1 64 567 631
Dogbo 1 1 163 20 720 164 883 184
Klouékanmè 1 89 530 619
Lalo 1 35 268 303
Tovinklin 1 27 266 293

-- -- ---- --- ------- ---- ------- -----
TOTAL 6 2 590 79 3,192 505 3,782 584

According to J. Chigblo, statistics officer at DDE, there is a current effort to heighten awareness in the communities about
sending girls to school.

                                                       
4CEG = “Collège d’Enseignement Générale”.
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2.5.1.2 Togo

Concerning the number of schools in the Togolese part of the Aja area, the following information was obtained from A. N.
Sogbadji, EFF Tohoun, in Tohoun for the prefecture of Moyen-Mono.

Primary Schools: 39
− public schools
− private schools (Catholic)
− private schools (Evangelical)

The schools are reportedly well-distributed geographically. For 1995/1996, 65% of the successful students
continued in one of the secondary schools.

Middle Schools – CEG: 3
− public schools: one in Tohoun and the other in Kpékplémé
protestant “collège” in Tado

There is currently only one senior secondary school (“lycée”) for the area, located in Notsé. However, beginning
1997/1998 a “lycée” will be opened in Tohoun. In addition, it is noted that female attendance is low for all levels.

2.5.2 Nonformal

2.5.2.1 Benin

The Mono literacy department in Lokossa, according to H. A. Gbokede, “Coordonnateur Départemental de
l’Alphabétisation Mono,” does not organize literacy classes but rather offers training and consulting. The literacy
programs are organized on a local level by various NGOs. The NGO5 selects members of the community to be sent to the
Mono literacy department where they are trained as instructors who in turn will train literacy teachers on the village level.

Literacy classes are organized in various languages throughout the Mono region: Aja, Saxwe, Waci, and Kotafon.
Nonformal education in Aja started in 1977.

In 1995/1996, a total of 88 classes was being held in the Sous-Préfectures of Aplahoué, Djakotomè, Dogbo, Klouékanmè,
Lalo, and Tovinklin. Even though Klouékanmè and Lalo belong to the Sikpi area, literacy classes in Aja are well accepted.
In addition to Aja, Fon classes are organized in Klouékanmè and Lalo. According to Gbokede, nonformal education in Aja
is strong in Aplahoué and Tovinklin while Dogbo, Klouékanmè, and Lalo represent “weak” areas.

                                                       
5Gbokede mentioned the following NGOs:
Plan International;
PADES Mono (“ONG du SNV – Néerlandaise”) (Tel: 463182);
CBEDIBA; and
PILSA.
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In the following table the totals are given for students who completed the whole literacy course:

Total Male Female

Aplahoué 459 331 128
Djakotomè 373 274 99
Dogbo 383 243 140
Klouékanmè6 235 193 42
Lalo7 249 232 17
Tovinklin 444 308 136

------- ------- ----
2,143 1,581 562 (26%)

In regard to post-literacy, classes first started in 1977 on an unofficial basis, while officially the program started only in
1992. In 1995/1996, a total of 30 classes was organized.

2.5.2.2 Togo

Information regarding nonformal education was obtained for the prefecture of Moyen-Mono but not for either the
prefecture “des Lacs” or the prefecture of Yoto.

In the prefecture of Moyen-Mono, nonformal education is organized by the “Centre Sociale” in Tohoun, also responsible
for community development. Nonformal education started first in 1988 and until 1996, about 20 villages have participated
in the literacy program.

Throughout the whole prefecture, literacy classes are organized in Ewe but not in Aja. However, according to K.
Modjinou, “Chef Secteur Sociale du Centre Sociale de la Préfecture du Moyen-Mono”, this situation is due to lack of
personnel rather than lack of interest.

The literacy year starts in September with the training of local literacy teachers organized by the “Centre Sociale”.
However, before September, visits are made to the villages throughout the prefecture in order to raise awareness for the
literacy programs. Due to limited resources, the “Centre Sociale” can organize literacy classes only in 5–6 villages
throughout the prefecture with one class per village. For 1996/1997, it was envisioned to start classes in six new villages.

Literacy classes are held twice a day (morning and evening) over a period of 35–40 days during January and February.
Generally, a class consists of 25 students, of which 12–15 are successful after evaluation. In 1995/1996, a total of five
villages organized Ewe literacy classes with a total of 130 students (male: 84, female: 48). Successful after evaluation were
33 students (male: 23, female: 10).

In regard to post-literacy, an attempt is made to raise funds in the various villages to start local libraries with 25–40 books.
The “new readers” can also attend a revision course over a period of one week. Those students who are successful after
evaluation are offered further training, e.g., “Formation des Equipes d’Achat” for cotton.

2.6 Aja language development

The Aja language was first written in 1965 by a French priest, Father R. Harguindéguy, and a group of catechists from
Azovè. An alphabet was created in 1966 and revised in 1969. The alphabet has been revised several times since this early
version was first used (Capo 1986:45). When Father Harguindéguy left the Aja area, he left behind an Aja-French
dictionary, a tutorial grammar, and language learning materials.

                                                       
6The total includes participants of one Fon class.
7The total includes participants of one Fon class.
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In regard to Aja development in Benin, Tchitchi, linguistic consultant with CENALA and L1 Aja speaker, reported that in
the early 1970s a language “Sous-Commission” was established of which Tchitchi was a member, and was responsible for
some of the early development of the alphabet. However, according to Tchitchi (1996) the commission is not currently
functioning.

In the early 1990s, the Aja language was chosen as one of six official post-literacy languages and was thus targeted for
development by the Benin government (Direction de l’Alphabétisation 1992), with reported focus on Dogbo as reference
dialect. So far, the “Direction de l’Alphabétisation” in Cotonou has developed five beginning-reader primers and one
transition primer.

As far as the production of Aja material is concerned, Tchitchi has published a book of poems (Tchitchi 1995), and assists
in the publication of a quarterly newspaper which includes a section for Aja articles (ABLODE 1995). One contribution to
the newspaper by Tchitchi was a translation into Aja of Hannah’s prayer in I Samuel 2:1–10 (ABLODE 9th ed.). (See
appendix C for a listing of some Aja materials.)

In regard to Aja development in Togo, Capo (1986:46) reports that in 1970 a group of students at the University of Benin
in Lomé created a circle for Aja culture, called AKOMABU. Under this banner the group regularly published a newspaper
and created several calendars.

3 Previous linguistic research

A variety of linguistic material on Aja has been published, especially by Capo and by Tchitchi, including their doctoral
dissertations.

Capo did an extensive comparative study of several Gbe languages starting in 1971, continuing over several years. This
work was the basis for his doctoral dissertation and was later partially published under the title “Renaissance du Gbe”
(Capo 1986). Based on phonological and morphophonological characteristics, Capo (1986:281) suggests the following
internal classification of Gbe:

(1) Aja,
(2) Ewe,
(3) Fon,
(4) Gen,8

(5) Phla-Phera.

The Aja varieties are listed by Capo (1986:101) as follows: Dogbo, Hwe, Sikpi, and Tado. According to Capo, the Dogbo,
Hwe, and Tado varieties are identical in all categories analyzed while Sikpi has some, but not all, of the same
characteristics. Capo calls the intercomprehension between Dogbo, Hwe, and Tado “totale,” adding that Sikpi is “quasi-
totale” (Capo 1986:99).

Tchitchi did his doctoral research specifically on the Aja language and his dissertation is a description of the phonology
and morphosyntax of the language (Tchitchi 1984).

In addition, mention must be made of Akpakla (1992), who did his master’s research on the Dogbo group. He presents
background information on the group with the focus of his paper being literacy and illiteracy.

Another doctoral dissertation to mention was submitted by Fiedler in 1994, a comparison of the phonological and
morphosyntactic systems of Aja and Fon in Benin and Anglo in Ghana in order to verify whether these three speech forms
are dialects of one language or separate languages. Fiedler (1994) concludes that the three varieties are dialects of the Gbe
continuum.

Some research was also done by Natabou (1979) who published a German-Aja dictionary.
                                                       

8See footnote 3.
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In this context, mention must also be made of the elicitation of word and phrase lists along the Gbe continuum. Between
1988 and 1992, word and phrase lists were elicited for SIL in 49 dialects along the Gbe continuum. The elicited lists were
entered into the computer program WORDSURV (Version 2.4—Wimbish 1989) for further analysis. For the Aja area,
elicitation was done in six varieties: the Dogbo variety, the Hwe varieties spoken in Aplahoué, Azovè, and Gboto, the
Sikpi variety, and the Tohoun variety.9

Evaluation of the computed word list similarity matrix indicates moderate to high degrees of within-group lexical
similarity among the Dogbo and Hwe varieties. These findings concur with Capo’s (1986) grouping of these varieties
within the Aja cluster. In contrast, results for the Sikpi and Tohoun varieties do not indicate that these varieties and the
Dogbo and Hwe varieties are components of the same homogeneous group. Instead, the findings indicate Tohoun as a
component of Capo’s Ewe cluster and Sikpi as a component of Capo’s Phla-Phera cluster.

4 Current survey research questions

Several criteria have been established by SIL Togo-Benin for evaluating language assessment data and establishing the
need for SIL involvement in various aspects of language development (Marmor 1997). These criteria can be separated into
two basic categories. The first includes factors for establishing need: dialect intercomprehension, bilingualism, language
viability, and language attitudes. The second category includes additional factors which influence the relative priority for
SIL in allocating resources for specific language projects, as well as the language project strategy to be used: group
cohesion/identity, existing internal structures/institutions, community expressed need/interest, group size, supportability of
a language team by SIL, religious situation, present or future church/missions work, government programs and policies,
relationship to other languages with existing materials, and available or potential resources (1997:2).

Based on a number of positive factors that influence language project priority and strategy, the need for SIL involvement
among the Aja language communities had already been established previous to the current study. Thus, for the survey
reported here, the evaluation of need for SIL involvement in various aspects of language development was not an issue.
Instead, the purpose of this survey was to gather data that would help SIL administrators determine what the nature and
extent of SIL involvement among these communities would be. The evaluation of the nature and extent of such
involvement was to be based mainly on the factors of dialect comprehension and language attitudes. In addition some data
were collected regarding language viability. Thus, emphasis was given to the following topics:

4.1 Dialect intercomprehension

(a) What is the level of intelligibility between Dogbo and Hwe? To what extent are Dogbo and Hwe understood
by speakers of other Aja varieties? (especially by those in Togo)

(b) Given that the Government seems to focus on Dogbo, yet Hwe appears to be the more central variety, which
dialect should serve as reference dialect for an Aja project?

(c) Which other groups (specifically Sikpi) could be reached with Aja?

With regard to dialect intercomprehension, Marmor suggests a categorization for comprehension test results by which to
evaluate need for SIL involvement in language development. Although the evaluation of such a need was not an issue for
this survey, Marmor has developed some guidelines which will help in drawing conclusions based on intercomprehension
testing within the Aja varieties. The following is a list of these categories along with the suggested type of involvement
(1997:2f.):

High intercomprehension is defined by an overall test average of “over 90% by all segments of the population”.10 In
this case, it is assumed that there is no need for SIL involvement in language development.

                                                       
9For further information see the computer files on the Gbe word lists (SIL Togo/Benin Survey Department, Cotonou).
10Marmor (1997:2) refers to the population under 45 years of age in a language group.
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Mixed intercomprehension is defined by a situation in which “no segment of [the] population [scores] below 80%,
[but] some segments [score] below 90%”. In this case the “need depends upon language attitudes and/or [the] possibility of
[a] second dialect acquisition program.”

− “Inadequate” intercomprehension is defined as an “overall average below 70%”. In this case, there is a need
for language development or, “if attitudes permit, a strong second dialect/language acquisition program”.

4.2 Language attitudes

− What are community attitudes toward the varieties of Aja, the development of Aja, and supporting an Aja
project?

4.3 Language viability

− What are some of the language use patterns?

There were also some additional questions most of which are directly related to the priority and strategy criteria outlined
above and which provide updated information for the area. These questions are:

− What is the size of the group(s)?
− Which structures already exist?
− What is the education situation and literacy rate in the area?
− What is the religious/mission situation?

Although bilingualism was not of major concern for this survey, some data was collected in order to provide SIL
Togo/Benin administration with relevant and updated information in regard to the level of reported Ewe and Mina
proficiency in the Aja communities in Togo.

5 Survey methodology

Since the Aja are situated in such a vast geographical area, it was necessary to make an initial trip to the area to do
community interviews in order to determine some language boundaries. Once these initial boundaries were established the
decision was made concerning the locations for comprehension testing, i.e., Recorded Text Testing (RTT).

Before the commencement of the work in Benin, the survey team visited the District Chief in Lokossa and the Sous-Préfets
for the Sous-Préfectures of Aplahoué, Djakotomè, Dogbo-Tota, Klouékanmè, Lalo, and Tovinklin. In Togo, the team
visited the Préfets for the prefectures of Moyen-Mono, “des Lacs”, and Yoto. In addition, several mayors, traditional
chiefs, and royal families of various Aja villages, both in Benin and in Togo, were visited. The purpose of these visits was
to inform area officials of the work before entering the language area.

Since neither member of the survey team spoke Aja, it was necessary to enlist members of the Aja community to act as
interpreters. Two assistants were found: J. Limakpo, linguistic student at UNB, from Sedohoué, a neighborhood of
Dannouhoué; and E. Lokoussou from Azovè.

Both assistants served as interpreters during the administration of the RTTs and individual sociolinguistic questionnaires
(ISQ) in the surveyed Aja communities in both Benin and Togo, as well as assisting during interviews with community
leaders when necessary. Limakpo was also responsible for most of the RTT text preparation and was eventually trained to
administer the tests and questionnaires, both RTT and ISQ.
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Throughout the course of the survey, reported, tested, elicited, and observed11 data were gathered. This data was collected
by the following methods:

interviews with community leaders: chiefs and elders, the district leaders in the areas of formal and nonformal
education, and religious leaders;

individual interviews: Recorded Text Testing and individual sociolinguistic questionnaires; and

elicitation of word lists.

These various methods will be described in detail in the following sections.

5.1 Interviews with community leaders

This section describes the purpose and procedures for the interviews held with various community leaders.

5.1.1 Chiefs and elders

The purpose of the interviews with chiefs and elders was to obtain the views of native speakers as to the geographical
boundaries of the Aja language, intercomprehension between the various Aja varieties, use of Aja in various domains,
language attitudes, community literacy programs and other existing structures, and population patterns. In Togo, some
questions were also asked concerning proficiency and use of Ewe in the community.

In Benin, community interviews were administered in the villages of Dannouhoué, Dogbo-Ahomé, and Tchikpe. These
villages were chosen as representatives of the Hwe, Dogbo, and Sikpi areas respectively. In Togo, interviews were
conducted in Abossoe, Agomé-Séva, and Tado as representatives of the Hwe, Tala, and Tado areas respectively. The
villages, except for Abossoe and Agomé-Séva, were also chosen due to reported information that the traditional leaders
were leaders of the area and not just for the village.

The questionnaire items were posed in their set order or, sometimes following the topic of conversation. Area maps were
used in conjunction with the questionnaire to aid in determining language and dialect boundaries. The interviews were
administered to the village chief and a group of his elders who gave an answer after discussing it among themselves and
reaching a consensus. (See appendix D.)

5.1.2 Education officials

5.1.2.1 Formal education

In Benin, an interview was conducted with J. Chigblo, statistics officer at the District office in Lokossa; while in Togo, an
interview was conducted with A. N. Sogbadji, EFF Tohoun, in Tohoun.

The purpose of these interviews was to obtain information on the number of schools in the various areas, school
enrollment, and general education levels. Some questions were also asked concerning language use, language policies, and
possible Aja programs planned for the future. (See appendix E.)

5.1.2.2 Nonformal education

An interview was conducted with H. M. Gbokede, “Coordonnateur Départemental de l’Alphabétisation Mono” in Lokossa,
Benin, and with K. Modjinou, “Chef Secteur Sociale du Centre Sociale de la Préfecture du Moyen-Mono” in Tohoun,
Togo.

                                                       
11This data was gathered through the observation of L1 speakers by using the same language interpreters during the

course of the entire survey.
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The purpose of these interviews was to ascertain the history of the literacy program in the Aja area, available material, the
number of literacy classes, total class populations, attitudes toward the various Aja varieties, and projects for the future.
(See appendix F.)

5.1.3 Church leaders

An informal interview was conducted with the Bishop of Lokossa, his Excellence Monsignor C. Sastre.

In addition, church questionnaires were administered during a meeting attended by representatives from various churches
located in and around Azovè. All of the representatives, but one, are L1 Aja speakers:

− Baptist (K. Hinton, L. Konon)
− Catholic (Father G. J.-M. Botchi, Father N. Seho)
− “Christianisme Céleste” (C. Ahinon)
− “Néo-Apostolique” (J. K. Olou, L. Enini)
− NGO “Eternel Mon Berger” (D. Fiagbenou)
− “Pentecôte du Bénin” (E. Ega)

The purpose of the meetings was to gather information in regard to (a) the use of Aja in the church context, (b) the interest
of the various churches in Aja translation, and (c) the interest in an interdenominational translation committee.

After a brief introduction to SIL (including SIL objectives, the purpose of the current survey, and the assignment of a SIL
team to the Aja area), several issues were discussed as outlined by the church questionnaire. (See appendix G.)

5.2 Individual interviews

Two different types of individual interviews were conducted in the various Aja communities:

(1) Recorded Text Tests (RTT) with accompanying questionnaires, and

(2) Individual sociolinguistic questionnaires.

In this section both types of interviews will be described as well as topics related to their administration, such as: test
points, selection of subjects, and a description of the sample.

5.2.1 Recorded Text Testing (RTT)

Recorded Text Testing (RTT) was used to assess comprehension levels of narratives in both Hwe and Dogbo in the Aja
language communities.

Personal narratives were recorded in both Aja-Hwe from Aplahoué and Aja-Dogbo from Dogbo-Ahomé. The Hwe
narrative was given by J. Limakpo, an L1 speaker of Hwe from Aplahoué. The Dogbo narrative was recorded by M. Igue,
an L1 speaker of Dogbo from Dogbo-Ahomé. The narrative texts were transcribed, translated into French, and questions
were created based on the text. Test tapes which contained the inserted questions were then prepared for each narrative.
(See appendix H, for a detailed account of RTT preparation and procedure and appendix I, for a complete transcription
and interlinear translation of the narratives, including comprehension questions and baseline answers.)

The Hwe and Dogbo narratives, to be tested throughout the Aja area, were also used as practice texts in Hwe and Dogbo
areas respectively with the Hwe narrative also being used as a practice text in Sikpi, Tado, Tala, and Togolese Hwe areas.
This procedure was devised based on information obtained from interviewed community leaders, reporting that the above
mentioned varieties are the same as, or very similar to Hwe of Aplahoué. In case of difficulties in understanding the
narrative, the design of a separate hometown text for the particular dialect would have become necessary; however, this
proved unnecessary.
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In order to assess comprehension of Hwe throughout the Aja language area, test results for the final ten sections12 of the
Hwe practice text, administered in Sikpi, Tado, Tala, and Togolese Hwe areas, are included in the formal evaluation.

During the actual testing, subjects listened to each section once. They were required to answer the inserted questions in
their own language. These answers were translated into French by an interpreter and written down by the researcher.
Whenever the subject’s response was unclear, the researcher could probe for more input from the subject. Interpreters were
responsible to translate probe questions into Aja and they were required to translate exactly what the subjects reported. If
subjects were unable to answer the question correctly the section was played a second time.

An RTT questionnaire was administered alongside the test. The initial questions were used to screen potential subjects by
making sure they fell within the social categories requested, as described below in section 6.2.4. The second section of the
questionnaire was administered after the test and served as a self-evaluation by the subject of their comprehension of the
text and the subject’s general comprehension of and attitudes toward the tested Aja variety. In a third section questions
were asked regarding the subject’s reading and writing abilities and attitudes toward Aja literacy. (See appendix J.)

5.2.2 Individual sociolinguistic questionnaire

The individual sociolinguistic questionnaire (ISQ) was used to gather reported data in order to determine:
intercomprehension between the various Aja communities; speech forms used with various interlocutors in different social
situations; attitudes towards Aja and other pertinent languages in the area, especially Ewe in Togo, in regard to both oral
and written forms; and literacy in these languages. Some questions were also asked concerning L2 proficiency and
language contact patterns.

The questionnaire was administered to each of the subjects by a member of the survey team with the aid of an interpreter.
Some of the questions were omitted, if during the course of the interview they were deemed not applicable to a particular
subject. This will account for some of the results being based on numbers less than the total number of subjects. The initial
questions were used to screen potential subjects by making sure they fell within the social categories requested, as
described in section 6.2.4. (See appendix K.)

In several instances two subjects were interviewed at the same time which lowers the reliability of the information received
due to the influence of hearing a previous response. In addition, there is evidence that questions were not asked in a
consistent manner or rather were asked in different ways by the various researchers. These factors are only mentioned as
they could possibly skew the data. However, neither factor provides a means to measure the possible influence they may
have.

5.2.3 Test points

For each dialect area, individual interviews were conducted in several different villages. Instead of taking the entire
sample from the same village, the subjects were selected in two or three villages per dialect in order to have a sampling
which covers the broadest geographical area possible.

Individual interviews, both RTTs and ISQs, were conducted in Benin in Gbanave, Dékandji, and Kpoledji as
representatives of the Dogbo variety; in Atomey and Eglimè as representatives of the Hwe variety; and in Koutimé and
Ajaglimè-Wewehoué as representatives of the Sikpi variety. In Togo, individual interviews were conducted in Abossoe13

and Ountivou as representative of the Togolese Hwe variety; in Sagada and Tado, as representatives of the Tado variety;
and in Agomé-Glozou and Agomé-Séva14 as representatives of the Tala variety.

It was concluded that since these villages are situated toward the outer limits of the Aja area and are all somewhat isolated,
they would provide a good sampling of the Aja community.

                                                       
12The first five sections served as a practice test.
13Only IQSs were administered, and no RTT testing conducted.
14Only RTT testing was conducted, and no IQSs administered.
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5.2.4 Selection of subjects

Visits were made to the traditional leaders of each surveyed village to explain the work, to arrange a time for the
interviews, and to request help with the selection of subjects. In most instances the leaders chose someone from the
community to coordinate the selection process. During the actual interviews it was also possible for the survey team
members to indicate potential subjects from those who had gathered.

The subject selections were made according to the following predetermined social categories:

various ages of both genders: younger (between 15–25 years of age) and older (between 30–45 years of age).

subjects who are 100% Aja (both father and mother L1 speakers of the surveyed variety), being L1 speakers of the
particular variety, and having grown up and lived most of their lives in their dialect area,

subjects who have not have lived in an Aja village other than their own for more than one year and, for Togo, those
who have not have lived in an Ewe area for more than one year, and

a selection independent of either their education level or religious affiliation.

5.2.5 Description of sample

Figure 1: Actual Test Subjects by Location and Social Group

SoGrp / MY MO FY FO Total
Location15 ISQ RTT ISQ RTT ISQ RTT ISQ RTT ISQ RTT

Abossoe [H] 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 8 0
A-Glozou [Tl] 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 6 6
A-Séva [Tl] 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 6
A-Wewehoué [S] 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 5 5
Atomey [H] 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 5
Dékandji [D] 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 5 5
Eglimè [H] 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 5
Gbanave [D] 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 6 7
Koutimé [S] 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 6 5
Kpoledji [D] 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 7 7
Ountivou [H] 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 6 7
Sagada [Td] 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 6 7
Tado [Td] 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 8 7

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
TOTAL 18 18 19 17 19 18 17 19 73 72

Total sample: 145

[SoGrp = Social Group, M = male, F = female, Y = younger, O = older,
H = Hwe, D = Dogbo, S = Sikpi, Td = Tado, Tl = Tala]

                                                       
15The dialect area is given in brackets.
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5.2.5.1 Education level

The overall education level among subjects is low. The majority of subjects, 86/144 (60%), report having had no formal
education (28/72 male (39%), 58/73 female (79%)). Of those subjects who report having gone to school, 31/58 (53%)
report a level of ≤CM2 (last year primary school), while 27/58 (47%) report an education level of 6ème (first year middle
school). A breakdown of these 55 educated subjects by social groups shows: MY: 25, MO: 18, FY: 10, FO: 5.

In a comparison by location, 28/66 subjects (42%) in Togo report no level of education, while 18/66 (27%) report a level
of 6ème. For subjects in Benin, 58/78 (74%) report no level of education, while only 8/78 (10%) report a level of 6ème.

5.2.5.2 Religious affiliation

Half of the subjects report being Animist or following the traditional religion (74/145–51%).

Almost another half report being Christian (70/145–48%): Catholic = 29, Pentecostal = 15, AOG = 9, Apostolic = 7, one
each of Adventist, Baptist, Christian Assembly, “Christianisme Céleste,” Evangelical and Methodist.

The remaining subject reports being Bahai.

5.3 Word lists

This section describes the rationale behind the elicitation of word lists, elicitation points and procedures, as well as the
method used for the analysis of the lists.

5.3.1 Rationale

Word lists were elicited in geographically distributed Aja communities in order to determine, based on shared lexical
items, the degree of linguistic similarity among these communities and to verify previously elicited word lists.

The word list used for this lexicostatistic part of the survey was the same as that used between 1988 and 1992. It is based
on the Swadesh lists (Swadesh 1955) with a total of 100 words listed. (See appendix L.)

5.3.2 Elicitation points and procedures

In Benin, word lists were elicited in Dannouhoué (village of Aplahoué), Dogbo-Ahomé, and Tchikpe as representatives of
the Hwe, Dogbo, and Sikpi varieties, respectively. In Togo, word lists were elicited in Agomé-Séva and Tado as
representatives of the Tala and Tado varieties respectively.16 In addition, a word list was elicited in Tohoun in order to
double check the list previously elicited in 1991.17

In each village the lists were elicited from groups of long-term residents, Aja mother tongue speakers. The elicitation in a
group allowed for the discussion of variants, near-synonyms and synonyms. In this manner, group decisions were made
about which form to include in the word list. Once the initial word list had been elicited it was possible to double-check
the succeeding lists in order to determine whether differences were actual lexical differences or merely misunderstandings.
In addition, the word lists previously elicited were double-checked during the current elicitations.

5.3.3 Analysis

The elicited word lists were entered into the computer program WORDSURV (Version 2b.5d—Wimbish 1989; JAARS
1994) for further analysis. The program does not apply a comparative method, and thus does not determine cognates based

                                                       
16No word list was elicited in Gboto in order to verify the 1992 Hwe word list, since Gboto does not belong to the Aja

language area. (See section 7.1 for further discussion.)
17This word list was elicited in Aplahoué from an Aja speaker originally from Tohoun.
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on historical analysis. Instead, the program performs a count of shared vocabulary between lists based on similarity
groupings, classifying apparent cognates “based on their appearance”.

The initial similarity groupings for shared vocabulary were done according to the criteria outlined by Blair (1990:31),
allowing for a few modifications. (See appendix M.) Based on these groupings WORDSURV performs a count of shared
vocabulary between lists, including a range of error for each count based on the reliability of the word list data. The
reliability level assigned to the elicited Aja lists is C: average survey situation with good bilingual informants and
satisfactory opportunity to double check (Wimbish 1989:31).

6 Results

This section contains the results from the various community leaders’ interviews as well as individual interviews
according to the following topics: dialect intercomprehension, language attitudes, language viability, literacy, and
multilingualism.

6.1 Dialect intercomprehension

In the following sections, information concerning the existent dialect situation is discussed, and the results of the analysis
of the word lists and comprehension (tested and reported) between the various Aja communities are examined.

6.1.1 Existent dialect situation

As stated in section 3.1.1 of this report, the Ethnologue (Grimes 1996) lists the dialects of Aja as Hwegbe, Dogbo-Gbe,
and Tàgóbé, while Tchitchi (1984:11,12) also mentions Sikpi.

The purpose of this section is to address the relevance of this information based on first-hand reports from the language
area.

During community interviews, village elders throughout the Aja communities were asked about the variety spoken in their
village as well as surrounding villages. According to the interviewed elders, five varieties of Aja can be distinguished:
Hwe, Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala.18

6.1.1.1 Hwe

In Benin, the Hwe variety is found in the Sous-Préfectures of Aplahoué, Djakotomè, Klouékanmè, Lalo, and Tovinklin, in
and around the villages of Adjido, Aplahoué, Avahohoué, Azovè, Djakotomè, Houédogli, Houégamé, Kinkinhoué,
Klouékanmè, Kokohoué, Lalo, Lonkli, Sokohoué, and Tovinklin.

In Togo, Hwe is spoken north of the “Forêt de Togodo” in the prefecture of Moyen-Mono, north of Tado, and east of
Tohoun in and around the villages of Ahassomé, Ahomma, Asrama, Gbohoulé, Kamé, Kativou, Katomé, Kpékplémé,
Kpétchihoé, Kpové, Ountivou, Saligbé, and Sihimé.

Another pocket of Hwe villages is located south of the “Forêt de Togodo” in the prefecture of Yoto, north of Gboto in the
villages of and around Abossoe Kondji, Honyon Kondji, and Tométi Kondji. Gboto, where the 1992 Hwe word list had
been elicited, does not belong to the Aja language area. According to inhabitants and village elders of both Gboto and
Abossoe, the language spoken in Gboto is not Aja but Waci.

                                                       
18According to elders in Dogbo-Ahomé, there is a different Aja variety spoken in and around Atieme. It is reported that

the people of Atieme originated in the Dogbo area and migrated south in search of land. The people came into contact
with other language groups and today, the language is a mix of languages (Fon, Sikpi, Dogbo, Hwe, and others). The
Dogbo elders stated that the Atieme people created a new language in order to adapt; and there is also a mix of cultures.
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6.1.1.2 Dogbo

The Dogbo variety can be found in Dogbo-Tota and in the neighboring villages of Agnavo, Ahomé, Ayomi, Dévé, and
Lokogohoué.

6.1.1.3 Sikpi

In regard to Sikpi, it is reported that the major Sikpi village in Benin is Tchikpe, with other villages being Ajaglimè-
Wewehoué and Koutimé in the Sous-Préfecture of Lalo and Klouékanmè, respectively. In Togo, Sikpi is spoken in and
around the village of Sikpé Afidéhyon in the prefecture of Yoto, north of Gboto.

Village elders in Tchikpe reported that though their variety is called Sikpi, people in the villages have mixed with Hwe
resulting in minor differences between the varieties. Long ago there was a pure dialect of Sikpi, distinct from Hwe;
however, this does not really exist today except perhaps with a few older people. Today, Sikpi and Hwe are the same and
cannot really be separated.

6.1.1.4 Tado

Tado is spoken in Togo in the prefecture of Moyen-Mono in and around the villages of Gbogbo, Lomné, Tado, and
Tohoun.

During the survey, the following observations were made by Limakpo: the Tado and the Hwe variety share the same
vocabulary. The difference between these are minor and mainly at the level of pronunciation—“articulation”, i.e., vowel
elongation in Tado.

6.1.1.5 Tala

In the linguistic literature, a variety of Aja, called “Tala”, is not listed. However, during visits to several Aja villages in the
prefecture “des Lacs”, village elders and inhabitants stated that the variety of Aja spoken in their village is “Tala”.

Tala is spoken east of Afanyan in the prefecture “des Lacs” in the villages of Agbandji, Agbétiko, Agomé-Glozou, and
Agomé-Séva.

According to village elders in Agomé-Séva, Tala spoken in their village is slightly different from Tala spoken in Agomé-
Glozou. The variety of Agomé-Glozou has a greater influence from Dogbo, while other Tala villages are influenced by
Hwe; however, these differences are minor.

6.1.1.6 Summary for existent dialect situation

The results from community interviews with elders from five Aja villages in both Benin and Togo seem to indicate that
five varieties of Aja can be distinguished: Hwe, Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala. Overall, differences between the varieties
seem to be minor and mainly at the level of pronunciation, e.g., tone and vowel length, while differences in vocabulary are
few. Furthermore, it appears that the Hwe, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala varieties are linguistically closer, while Dogbo appears to
be linguistically more distinct.

6.1.2 Lexical similarity

As previously described, word lists were elicited in three Aja villages in Benin and in three villages in Togo, representing
the five Aja dialect areas (Hwe, Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala), and analyzed according to prescribed methodology. The
following results show the percent and variance matrixes. The percent matrix reports the number of shared apparent
cognates as a percentage of the basic vocabulary, while the variance matrix shows the range of error for each count
(Wimbish 1989:59). (See appendix N, for a complete list of elicited data sorted by gloss.)
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Figure 2: Percent Matrix Figure 3: Variance Matrix

Hwe Hwe
 92 Sikpi  4.5 Sikpi
 89 89 Dogbo  5.1 5.1 Dogbo
 89 91 87 Tado  5.1 4.7 5.5 Tado
 89 88 90 89 Tala  5.1 5.3 4.9 5.1 Tala
(94 92 91 88 90 Tohoun) (3.9 4.5 4.7 5.3 4.9 Tohoun)

The results of the word list analysis show a high degree of linguistic similarity with percentages of ·92% (at the upper
confidence limit of the calculations) between any of the five varieties.19

The data indicate an absence of dialectal clustering within these varieties, showing that all five dialects are fairly
homogeneous with respect to their lexical differences.

6.1.3 Comprehension

In order to evaluate comprehension, results will be discussed from tested and reported data.

6.1.3.1 Tested

Comprehension testing of a Hwe narrative from Aplahoué as well as a Dogbo narrative from Dogbo-Ahomé was done to
ascertain the level of comprehension. The following sections refer to the comprehension results as well as relevant answers
to the accompanying questionnaire. The results listed below show the percentage of correct answers to the comprehension
questions. (See appendix O for a complete listing of raw scores.)

(1) Hwe narrative

As explained in section 6.2.1, the evaluation of test results was altered according to location. For Dogbo areas, all 15
sections of the Hwe narrative were included in the formal evaluation, while for Sikpi, Tado, Tala, and Togolese Hwe
areas, only the final ten sections of the narrative were included.

                                                       
19These results take into consideration the additional word list obtained in Tohoun.
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Figure 4: Test Results by Social Groups and Location/Dialect

SoGrp(n) MY(10) MO(10) FY(10) FO(11) Total20 STD

Location:
A-Glozou [Tl]   95% 100%   90% 100%   97% 4.1
A-Séva [Tl] 100%   98%   95% 100%   98% 2.7
A-Wewehoué [S] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Dékandji [D] 100%   97% 100%   97%   98% 1.8
Gbanave [D] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Koutimé [S] 100% 100% 100%   98%   99% 2.2
Kpoledji [D] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Ountivou [H] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Sagada [Td]   92% 100%   95% 100%   96% 4.8
Tado [Td] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0

Dialect:
Dogbo 100%   99% 100%   99%   99% 1.2
Hwe in Togo 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Sikpi 100% 100% 100%   98% 100% 1.6
Tado   96% 100%   97% 100%   98% 3.7
Tala   97%   98%   93% 100%   97% 3.3

Total   98% 99% 98% 99% 99%

STD   3.1 1.5 3.7 1.6 2.6

[n = number of subjects, % = percent of correct answers, STD = Standard Deviation weighted in percentage to the n-1]

The average score for all subjects in all villages is 99%, with an overall standard deviation of 2.6 indicating a low level of
variation. About three quarters of subjects (49/62–79%) scored 100%, 3/62 (5%) scored 97%, 7/62 (11%) scored 95%, and
3/62 (5%) scored 90%. Of the 13 subjects scoring less than 100% nine were from villages in Togo: six from the Tala area,
three from the Tado area.

Following the RTT, subjects were asked to evaluate the speaking manner of the text narrator as far as what Aja variety
they thought he was speaking and how different his speech was from their own variety. The majority of subjects (50/61–
82%) correctly identified the narrator as a speaker of Aja-Hwe, with all of those not able to identify the variety being from
Togo. In addition, 12/28 subjects (43%) specified he was from Aplahoué/Azovè. When asked whether his manner of
speaking was “comme” (same), “un peu” (a little) or “très” (very) different from their own, 55/62 subjects (89%) reported
that it was “a little” different, with the remaining seven subjects stating it was the same as their own variety.

In regard to comprehension of the narrative, subjects were asked if they understood “tout” (all), “la plupart” (most), “un
peu” (a little), “très peu” (very little), or “rien” (nothing) of the narrative. The comparison of the self-reported
comprehension performance with the actual comprehension scores indicates that subjects, on the average, estimated their
own test performance accurately:

Response      n Average Test Scores

all: 58/62 (94%) 98.8%
most: 1/62 ( 2%) 100%
a bit: 3/62 ( 5%) 100%, 100%, 97%

                                                       
20Totals are based on individual raw scores and not on the chart totals.
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Of those subjects stating that they understood all of the narrative, 12/58 (21%) scored less than 100%: 97% = 2, 95% = 7,
90% = 3.

When asked if others in their village would understand the story, all subjects (61/61) anticipated complete comprehension
of the narrative across age and gender.

(2) Dogbo narrative

Figure 5: Test Results by Social Groups and Location/Dialect

SoGrp(n)  MY(10) MO(10) FY(10) FO(11) Total21 STD

Location:
A-Wewehoué [S] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Atomey [H] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Eglimè [H] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Koutimé [S] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Ountivou [H] 100%   98% 100%   97%   99% 2.6
Sagada [Td]   98%   80%   92%   92%   92% 8.4
Tado [Td] 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0

Dialect:22

Hwe 100%   99% 100%   98% 100% 1.8
Sikpi 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.0
Tado   99%   93%   94%   96%   96% 7.1

Total   99.7%   98%   98%   98%   98%

STD    1.1   6.2   5.3   4.3   4.5

* The standard deviation of 7.1 and average score of 96% for the Tado dialect is due to the relatively lower results of three
subjects from Sagada: an older male, a younger and an older female. These subjects all did well on the hometown test, and
two claimed total comprehension of the tested narrative. The results, therefore, are most likely due to test fatigue rather
than lack of comprehension.

The average score for all subjects in all villages is 98%, with an overall standard deviation of 4.5% indicating a low level
of variation.

Thirty-four (34) of 41 subjects (83%) scored 100%, 4/41 (10%) scored between 90% and 100%, and only 3/41 (7%) had
scores between 80% and 90%. Five of the seven subjects scoring less than 100%, including the three subjects who scored
less than 80%, are from Sagada, with the remaining two subjects being from Ountivou.

Also following this RTT, subjects were asked to evaluate the speaking manner of the text narrator. The majority of
subjects (32/40 – 80%) correctly identified the narrator as a speaker of Aja-Dogbo, with 7/8 of those not able to identify
the variety being from Togo. There were also 28/30 subjects (93%) stating he was from Dogbo. When asked whether his
manner of speaking was “comme” (same), “un peu” (a little) or “très” (very) different from their own, 36/41 subjects
(88%) reported that is was “a little” different, with three subjects stating it was the same as their own variety, and two
subjects reporting that it was “very” different from their manner of speaking.
                                                       

21Totals are based on individual raw scores and not on the chart totals.
22Subjects from the Tala area where not tested on the Dogbo narrative, based on results from previously administered

individual sociolingustic questionnaires in Benin and in the Togolese prefecture of Moyen-Mono. In regard to the question
which one variety of Aja should be chosen for the written register, the data indicated that Hwe is the preferred variety.
(See section 6.2.2.) Therefore, further testing in Dogbo was deemed unecessary.
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In regard to comprehension of the narrative, subjects were asked if they understood “tout” (all), “la plupart” (most), “un
peu” (a little), “très peu” (very little), or “ rien” (nothing) of the narrative. The comparison of the self-reported
comprehension performance with the actual comprehension scores indicates that subjects, on the average, estimated their
own test performance accurately:

Response     n         Scores < 100%

all: 32/41 (78%) 97%, 83%, 80%
most: 6/41 (15%) 97%, 93%
a bit: 3/41 ( 7%) 97%, 87%

When asked if others in their village would understand the story, all subjects (41/41) anticipated complete comprehension
of the narrative across age and gender.

6.1.3.2 Reported

All subjects were asked whether or not they are able to understand the variety of Aja spoken specifically in Azovè and in
Dogbo. In response to Azovè, 113/128 subjects (88%) stated that they understand “tout” (all), and 9/128 (7%) reported
understanding “la plupart” (most). The remaining 6/128 subjects (5%) stated that they only understand “un peu” (a little),
five of them from Tado and Tala areas and one from the Dogbo area.

Concerning comprehension of Dogbo, 44/92 subjects (48%) stated that they understand “all”, 20/92 (22%) reported
understanding “most”, 22/92 (24%) responded “a little”, 1/92 reported understanding “very little”, 4/92, all from the Tado
area, stated they understand “nothing”, and 1/92 could not respond.

Compared across location, the results show that 36/40 subjects from the Beninese Hwe and Sikpi areas reported
understanding “all” or “most”. In contrast, only 28/52 subjects (54%) from Togolese Aja areas reported understanding
“all” or “most”. Hwe – 10/18 (56%), Tado – 15/28 (54%), Tala – 3/6 (50%).

When asked which variety they understood better, Hwe or Dogbo, 30/38 ISQ subjects (79%) reported understanding Hwe
better than Dogbo.

Similar questions were also posed to interviewed elders. When asked to assess their level of understanding of both Hwe
and Dogbo, 4/5 groups of elders reported understanding Hwe “very well” (très bien) with the fifth group from Tado stating
they understand” well” (bien). Concerning Dogbo understanding, Tala and Hwe elders from Togo responded “very well”,
Hwe elders from Benin responded “well enough”, Sikpi elders reported their understanding as being between “well
enough and not well”, and the final group from Tado stated that they do not understand well (“pas bien”).

When asked which variety, between Hwe and Dogbo, they have the most difficulty following, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala elders
responded Dogbo, while elders from Abossoe gave Hwe.23

6.1.4 Summary for dialect intercomprehension

The results from community interviews with elders from five Aja villages, both in Benin and in Togo, seem to indicate
that five varieties of Aja can be distinguished: Hwe, Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala. It appears that the Hwe, Sikpi, Tado,
and Tala varieties are linguistically closer while Dogbo appears to be linguistically more distinct. However, overall
differences between the varieties seem to be minor.

In regard to the analysis of elicited word lists, the results show a high degree of linguistic similarity with percentages of
·92% (at the upper confidence limit of the calculations) between any of the five varieties, with all dialects being fairly
homogeneous with respect to their lexical differences.

                                                       
23The validity of the answer given by the elders from Abossoe seems questionable, since they stated that they

understood both Dogbo and Hwe “très bien” (very well).
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Comprehension levels, both tested and reported, are high. For the Hwe test the average comprehension score is 99%, and
for the Dogbo test the average score is 98%. This high level of tested comprehension seems to be paralleled by reported
data. However, it is noted that Hwe is reported to be better understood than Dogbo.

6.2 Language attitudes

Several questions were asked during both the community and individual interviews to explore attitudes toward Aja
development, Aja varieties, as well as attitudes toward Aja in the church.

6.2.1 Attitudes toward Aja development

In Benin, attitudes toward Aja development appear to be very positive, partially evidenced by the existing Aja literacy
program.

In regard to the ongoing Aja literacy program, H. A. Gbokede, “Coordonnateur Départemental de l’Alphabétisation
Mono”, was asked about future goals. He listed several, mentioning first the objective to raise the level of awareness
throughout the region in regard to the importance and impact of being literate. Secondly, it is envisioned to find and train
those who are willing and capable to produce written material in their own language for the ongoing post-literacy classes.
Another goal is to organize “Français Fondamentale” classes for those who attended a post-literacy class.

Furthermore, one specific goal for the future of Aja literacy is to have compulsory education in Aja for Aja children by
introducing Aja as a language of instruction into formal education of both primary and secondary schools.

In regard to possible programs designed to integrate Aja into schools as the medium of instruction, J. Chigblo, statistics
officer at the “Direction Départemental d’Education” in Lokossa, reports that the topic has been discussed at various
meetings as a project for the future, but he is not aware of any progress other than the discussion.

However, according to Tchitchi (1996), a curriculum is currently being developed toward the goal of introducing Aja as
the medium of instruction. Tchitchi also mentioned the lack of financial resources which would enable the program to be
properly integrated with the necessary follow-up studies occurring over a 5–6 year period to track the effectiveness of the
program.

Both Chigblo and Tchitchi expressed their preference to having Aja in the schools as the medium of instruction.

In Togo the situation presents itself differently. For the prefecture of Moyen-Mono, K. Modjinou, “Chef Secteur Sociale du
Centre Sociale” in Tohoun, reports that nonformal education is organized in Ewe only. However, as already mentioned in
section 3.5.2.2, Modjinou commented that this situation is due to lack of personnel rather than lack of interest. In regard
to formal education, A. N. Sogbadji, EFF in Tohoun, stated that to this date there has been no discussion about the
introduction of Aja into the schools, either as the subject or as the medium of instruction.

Both Sogbadji and Modjinou expressed great interest in regard to the planned SIL Aja language project, especially Aja
literacy, and stated that they would like to assist in any Aja development efforts in Togo. The same interest was expressed
by K. Kpoyizoun, the son of the “Roi de Terre Tado”. Kpoyizoun, who is well known throughout the whole prefecture
Moyen-Mono, assisted the survey team during their research in the prefecture and commented several times on the need
for Aja language development in Togo and that he would be willing to assist in any efforts planned by SIL.

In regard to attitudes toward Aja development, RTT and ISQ subjects in Togo were given a hypothetical situation in which
they could only receive one of three books (Aja, Ewe, or Mina). The vast majority of subjects (53/67–79%) stated that they
would choose Aja while only 8/67 (12%) responded Ewe, and 6/67 (9%) responded Mina.

6.2.2 Attitudes toward Aja varieties

Up to this point Aja has not been officially standardized (according to Tchitchi, linguistic consultant with CENALA and
L1 Aja speaker), and there is currently a question, or rather disagreement, as to the method of writing segmentation
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(Tchitchi 1996). Therefore, one major issue in regard to Aja development is the question of standardization, and,
furthermore which variety should be chosen for the written register.

The dialect chosen by the government on which written materials are to be based, is reportedly Dogbo. However, this
cannot be confirmed. According to Tchitchi (1996), the question of dialect does not seem to be an issue: “Je ne veux pas
être puriste. Je veux écrire pour que tous les Aja puissent le lire.” However, Tchitchi was emphatic that any work must
respect the national orthography guidelines.

The existing set of Aja primers cannot be distinguished for dialect, since according to Tchitchi, they are not marked with
tone. This allows, according to Gbokede, “Coordonnateur Départemental de l’Alphabétisation Mono”, the use of a
synthesis of several Aja dialects rather than the use of one specific variety of Aja. This synthesis is the result of
harmonization seminars held in the 1980s at a national level. Even at present, whenever seminars are organized, it is said
that the issue of harmonization is discussed.24

Thus, it appears that national researchers and education officials prefer the promotion of a written register of Aja without
tone marked. This preference seems to be based on the fact that the main differences between Aja varieties are at the level
of tone. Thus, a written register without tone marked would facilitate the standardization of Aja.

In regard to the attitudes of individuals and community elders at village level, several questions were asked, during both
the community and individual interviews, to explore attitudes as to which variety of Aja should be chosen for the written
register.

When asked which variety should be used for written Aja, 111/142 subjects (78%) responded with the name of their
dialect. However, 22/10225 subjects (22%) chose Hwe over their own dialect and three subjects gave both their own dialect
as well as Hwe. Only 3/10526 subjects (3%), all from Tala, chose Dogbo instead of their own dialect. Among the remaining
subjects, two subjects from the Hwe area chose Tado, while one subject from a Sikpi village stated that all varieties were
acceptable. Among those subjects choosing Hwe instead of their own variety 11/37 (30%) are from Dogbo villages, 7/17
(41%) are from Tala villages, 2/21 are from Sikpi villages, and 2/27 are from Tado villages.

Thus, overall Hwe was chosen by 60/142 subjects (42%), while Dogbo was chosen by 28/142 (20%), Sikpi by 17/142
(12%), Tado by 26/142 (18%), and Tala by 7/142 (5%).

When interviewed, elders were asked to chose a variety for the written register, elders in Tado and Abossoe chose Tado,
with the latter group adding that it is the origin of Aja; elders in Agomé-Séva chose Tala; elders in Dannouhoué and
Tchikpe chose Hwe, with Tchikpe elders adding that Hwe is the majority dialect; and elders in Dogbo stated that it is
possible to mix Hwe and Dogbo so that everyone understands.

As a follow-up question, subjects and elders were asked whether either Hwe or Dogbo would be acceptable if Aja were not
written in the variety they had previously selected: 60/90 subjects (67%) stated that Hwe would be acceptable, while only
46/105 subjects (44%) stated that Dogbo would be acceptable. Elders in Tado were the only group to state that Hwe would
not be acceptable. They also stated that neither would Dogbo be acceptable as they do not want to abandon their dialect.
Three of the four other groups of elders also stated that Dogbo would not be acceptable, with two groups adding that
Dogbo is not pure.

Given the strict choice between either Hwe or Dogbo as the written variety of Aja, 110/145 subjects (76%) chose Hwe. In
Dogbo villages, 15/37 subjects (41%) chose Hwe over Dogbo. Among subjects in Togo, 57/67 (85%) chose Hwe. Given the
same question, 4/5 groups of elders also stated that Hwe would be their preference.

                                                       
24According to Gbokede, a “Rapport de Seminaire sur l’Harmonisation de la Langue Aja” is available at CENALA and

at the “Direction de l’Alphabétisation” in Cotonou. The seminar, according to Gbokede, was also attended by Tchitchi,
who would be able to give further information.

25Subjects from Hwe areas are excluded from the total.
26Subjects from Dogbo areas are excluded from the total.
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When asked whether or not they would attend a literacy class which presented an Aja variety (Hwe or Dogbo only) other
than their preferred variety, 106/137 (77%) responded positively. Elders were also asked whether they thought people of
their village would enroll for literacy classes if the classes were for an Aja variety other than their own, e.g., Hwe or
Dogbo. When given the choice of having Hwe, 4/5 groups of elders responded positively, while only 1/5 groups stated that
Dogbo would be acceptable. When asked to give a reason for the negative reaction to Dogbo certain elders responded by
stating that Dogbo was not pure, and that Dogbo is a minority variety. The elders in Tado expressed negative feelings
toward both Hwe and Dogbo, stating that they would not abandon their own variety.

Finally, subjects were asked to give a location where one could find the variety of Aja considered to be “pure”. In most
cases the subjects responded with the name of their village. However, 13/37 subjects (35%) in Dogbo villages stated that
Hwe was the “pure” variety. None of the subjects (0/41) in other Benin villages reported that Dogbo was “pure”. Given the
same question, all of the interviewed elders stated that their village was where the pure form of Aja was found.

6.2.3 Attitudes toward Aja in the church context

Representatives from five different denominations located in and around Azovè were interviewed (Baptist, Catholic,
“Christianisme Céleste”, “Néo-Apostolique”, and “Pentecôte du Bénin”).

When asked if the use of Aja is encouraged in their church services, all five groups of church leaders gave a positive
answer. None of the church leaders thought that the use of Aja would be inappropriate. The leaders were also asked if they
thought that their congregations would be interested in having an Aja translation. Once again, all answers were positive
with all groups adding that interest has already been expressed by members of their congregations to have Aja materials.

During the course of the interview it was realized by the participants that in most of the denominations represented, efforts
in regard to the translation of the Bible into Aja have already been undertaken. Therefore, all participants expressed
interest in a multi-denominational translation program. In this context Father Botchi from the Catholic church suggested
forming an NGO. This idea was warmly welcomed by the other participants who all have a personal interest in Aja Bible
translation. However D. Fiagbenou, president of the NGO “Eternel Mon Berger”, who also attended the meeting,
suggested to not act too quickly, especially in view of the fact that so far only the Azovè region was represented.

The researchers also visited the Bishop in Lokossa. During this informal visit, the Bishop was informed of the presence of
the SIL researchers in his diocese as well as of the assignment of an SIL language team to the Aja area with the specific
objective of translating the Bible into Aja. In regard to the question of an multi-denominational translation program the
Bishop reacted cautiously, pointing out that translation work is already underway within the Catholic church. Therefore,
he seemed rather reluctant in regard to cooperation with SIL and other churches.

6.2.4 Summary for language attitudes

In regard to attitudes toward Aja development, a difference can be noted between the situation in Benin and in Togo. In
Benin, attitudes toward Aja development appear to be very positive both in regard to nonformal and formal education with
plans to increase the promotion of Aja literacy as well as the objective to integrate Aja into schools as the medium of
instruction. In contrast, nonformal education in Togo, at least in the prefecture of Moyen-Mono, is organized in Ewe only
and to this date there has been no discussion about the introduction of Aja into the schools. This situation, reportedly, is
due to lack of personnel rather than to lack of motivation; several high-ranking community leaders expressed great interest
in Aja language development, especially Aja literacy and cooperation with SIL.

As far as attitudes towards the choice of one variety of Aja for the written register are concerned, national researchers and
education officials seem to prefer the promotion of a synthesis of several Aja dialects rather than the use of one specific
variety of Aja. However, reported data at the village level indicate a consistent positive attitude toward the Hwe variety,
whereas, attitudes toward Dogbo are somewhat mixed and altogether less positive.

As far as the church context is concerned, attitudes toward Aja, at least for the churches in and around Azovè, seem to be
very positive both toward the oral use of Aja during the church service as well as toward the translation of the Bible into
Aja. Furthermore, it was reported that in most of the denominations represented, efforts in regard to the translation of the
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Bible have already been undertaken. Therefore, the interviewed leaders from the various denominations expressed interest
in a multi-denominational translation program organized as an NGO. However, the Bishop in Lokossa reacted cautiously
in regard to a multi-denominational translation program.

6.3 Language viability

In the following sections reported language use in various domains will be examined.

6.3.1 Language use for community activities

Interviewed elders in all selected villages reported almost the exclusive use of Aja during community activities: making
announcements, performing customary rites, making judgments at both the family and village levels, elders’ meetings as
well as traditional council meetings. The only exception was the reported use of Mina during traditional council meetings
by the elders in Abossoe.

6.3.2 Language use in private domains

As part of the individual sociolinguistic questionnaire, subjects were asked which language(s) they use in private domains.

All subjects (130/130) reported the use of Aja in the home. As a follow-up question, subjects in Togo were asked if they
also use either Ewe or Mina in the home. Less than half of the subjects in Togo (26/64–41%) responded positively with
most of them mentioning Mina (23/26–88%) while only 10/26 subjects (38%) reported use of Ewe. About one third of the
subjects (8/26–31%) specified that they use the L2 only with visitors.

In order to determine language use patterns with various interlocutors, subjects were asked which language they use with
parents, spouse, and their own children. All subjects (for whom these contexts applied) reported the use of Aja in these
domains.

6.3.3 Language use in formal education

6.3.3.1 Benin

According to Chigblo at the DDE in Lokossa, French is currently the only medium of instruction, starting from the first
level of primary school, and Aja is not offered as a subject in schools. (Even Aja teachers use French.) Chigblo added that
in the nursery schools (“école maternelle”) the teachers will use Aja, because the students would not be able to understand
French.

6.3.3.2 Togo

As A. N. Sogbadji, EPP in Tohoun, reports, Ewe is a subject in both primary and secondary schools. However, Ewe is
currently not taught in public primary schools in the Aja area, reportedly due to lack of qualified personnel. Only at local
private schools is Ewe being taught.

6.3.4 Language use in the religious context

All five groups of church leaders reported the use of Aja during church services. Four groups also reported the use of
French, with two of the groups reporting the additional use of either Fon or Ewe.

In regard to Bible readings, four groups responding reported the use of the French Bible, in addition two groups use the
Fon and two the Ewe.
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6.3.5 Summary for language viability

In public domains Aja is the language most often used in all surveyed villages, for community events ranging from local
announcements and performing customary rites to traditional council meetings. Only for Abossoe the use of Mina during
traditional council meetings was reported.

In regard to private domains, subjects report almost the exclusive use of Aja in the home with immediate family members.
Less than half of the subjects in Togo reported additional use of Ewe or Mina, with one third of the subjects specifying
usage of the L2 with visitors only.

As far as language use in formal education is concerned, French is currently the only medium of instruction starting from
the first level of primary school both in Benin and in Togo. In Togo, Ewe is a subject both in primary and secondary
schools, but currently at local private schools only.

In the religious context, Aja is used during church services with additional use of French and to some degree Fon or Ewe.

6.4 Literacy

Both RTT and ISQ subjects were asked if they are able to read and write in Aja, and for subjects in Togo, either Ewe or
Mina.

Figure 6: Reading and Writing Ability in Aja, Ewe, and Mina

 Aja Ewe      Mina

Read 27/145 (19%) 24/63 (38%) 13/67 (19%)
Write 16/145 (11%) 15/63 (24%) 5/66 (8%)

The overall literacy rate among subjects is fairly low for all investigated languages.

In regard to the ongoing Aja literacy program in Benin, only one quarter of subjects (21/78–27%) reported ever having
registered for an Aja literacy class. In the village of Dékandji, 7/10 subjects (70%) reported either past or present literacy
class enrollment.

6.5 Level of multilingualism

As previously stated, the investigation of multilingualism was not a primary concern of this survey, and all related
questions were only administered to subjects in Togo. In the following sections the reported level of multilingualism in
Ewe and Mina is examined. Questions concerning multilingualism only appeared on the individual sociolinguistic
questionnaires. Therefore, the following results are from a portion of the subjects as well as from data gathered during
interviews with community leaders.

6.5.1 Ewe

Subjects were asked in general if they speak and understand Ewe and more specifically about higher-level language
functions given a certain language situation.

The ability to speak Ewe was reported by only 15/43 subjects (35%). In order to evaluate reported proficiency levels,
subjects were asked to imagine a situation in which they needed to defend themselves at a judgment. Given this situation,
9/13 subjects (69%) reported the ability to adequately express themselves in Ewe.

A considerably higher percentage of subjects (32/46–70%) reported the ability to understand Ewe. Of these subjects, 18/32
(56%) reportedly always understand jokes in Ewe.
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In a comparison across location, there is overall no apparent difference in percentages between the northern and southern
villages. In the more northern villages (Ountivou, Sagada, and Tado), 16/20 subjects (80%) reported the ability to
understand Ewe while speaking ability is reported by only 7/20 subjects (35%). In the southern villages (Abossoe, Agomé-
Glozou, and Agomé-Séva), 16/23 subjects (70%) reported the ability to understand Ewe, with 8/23 (35%) also reporting
the ability to speak Ewe.

Subjects with children were also asked about the L2 abilities of their children. Of those subjects who reported having
children, 5/22 (23%) stated that their children are able to understand Ewe, with four subjects reporting that their children
could understand Ewe before school age. Only one subject reported speaking ability among children.

6.5.2 Mina

To the same end, subjects were asked if, in general, they speak and understand Mina and more specifically about the same
higher-level language functions.

The ability to speak Mina was reported by 32/46 subjects (70%). When asked to imagine a situation in which they needed
to defend themselves at a judgment, 26/32 subjects (81%) reported the ability to adequately express themselves in Mina.

A slightly higher percentage of subjects (39/49–80%) reported the ability to understand Mina. Of these subjects, 35/38
(92%) reportedly always understand jokes in Mina.

Across location, all of the subjects (26/26–100%) in the southern villages reported the ability to understand Mina, with
24/26 (92%) also reporting the ability to speak Mina. In contrast, 13/20 (65%) subjects in the more northern villages
reported the ability to understand Mina while speaking ability is reported by only 9/20 subjects (45%).

In regard to the Mina abilities of children, 14/24 subjects (58%) with children stated that their children are able to
understand Mina, with eight subjects stating that this understanding was before school age. There were also four subjects
who reported Mina speaking abilities for their children.

6.5.3 Multilingual comparison

Subjects reporting proficiency both in Ewe and in Mina were asked which language they understand better. Most subjects
(18/26–69%) responded Mina, and 5/26 (19%) stated that their comprehension of the two languages was the same, while
only 3/26 (12%) reported that they understand Ewe better than Mina.

To the same end, community leaders in the villages of Abossoe, Agomé-Séva, and Tado reported that the L2 of their
villages and regions was Mina. Elders in both Abossoe and Tado added that everybody in the village understands and
speaks Mina, with Tado elders also reporting that more people speak Mina than Ewe because Mina is closer to Aja.

6.5.4 Summary for level of multilingualism

Based on responses from both elders and subjects, Mina would appear to be the most dominant second language among
subjects in most of the surveyed communities in Togo.

7 Conclusions

As previously stated (section 5), the purpose of this survey was to gather data that would help SIL administrators
determine what the nature and extent of SIL involvement among the Aja language communities might be. The evaluation
was to be based on the factors of dialect intercomprehension and language attitudes. In addition some data were collected
regarding language viability. Thus, emphasis was given to the following questions:

(1) What is the level of dialect intercomprehension between Aja varieties? Specifically, Hwe and Dogbo? Which
variety should be used as a reference dialect?
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(2) What are community attitudes toward the varieties of Aja, the development of Aja, and supporting an Aja
project?

(3) What are some of the language use patterns?

It was also a goal of this survey to provide SIL administration with current information and details which would assist in
establishing project priorities and strategies for the language area based on several other peripheral factors: levels of
bilingualism, education and literacy levels, religious situation, and pertinent demographic information. Results for these
factors have been previously presented and will not be discussed in further detail.

7.1 Dialect intercomprehension

In regard to dialect intercomprehension, three factors were examined: existent dialect situation, lexical similarity, and
comprehension.

In relation to the first factor of existent dialect situation, the results indicate the existence of five Aja varieties: Hwe,
Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala. It appears that the Hwe, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala varieties are linguistically closer, while
Dogbo appears to be linguistically more distinct. However, overall differences between the varieties seem to be minor and
mainly at the level of pronunciation.

The second factor to be considered is the degree of linguistic similarity among the varieties. The results show a high
degree of linguistic similarity with percentages of ·92% (at the upper confidence limit of the calculations) between any of
the five varieties, with all dialects being fairly homogeneous with respect to the lexical differences.

Finally, in regard to the third factor concerning comprehension, the RTT results show an average comprehension level of
99% for the Hwe narrative, and an average score of 98% for the Dogbo narrative. If the guidelines are applied which were
presented by Marmor for the evaluation of test results (see section 5), these overall averages are all far above the 90% level
defined as “high” dialect intercomprehension. Marmor further specifies that this classification refers to all segments of the
population. In the current analysis there are no differences due to either age or gender. Neither are there differences
according to location. Only three scores fell below the 90% average.

7.2 Language attitudes

Overall, the attitudes of the general Aja community toward their language and its development appears to be positive.
However, it is noted that the situation in Benin presents itself differently from the situation in Togo. In Benin, the positive
attitudes are evidenced by the on-going Aja literacy program, as well as discussions about the integration of Aja into
schools as the medium of instruction. In contrast, it is noted that in Togo no efforts have so far been undertaken in regard
to education, both formal and nonformal. However, during the course of the survey several high-ranking community
leaders expressed great interest in Aja language development, especially Aja literacy and cooperation with SIL.

As far as attitudes towards the choice of one variety of Aja for the written register are concerned, national researchers and
education officials seem to prefer the promotion of a synthesis of several Aja dialects rather than the use of one specific
variety of Aja. However, it is noted that Aja so far has not been officially standardized. Reported data at the village level
indicate a consistent positive attitude toward the Hwe variety, whereas attitudes toward Dogbo are somewhat mixed and
altogether less positive.

Attitudes toward Aja also seem to be very positive as far as the church context is concerned. Interviewed church
representatives, both from Protestant and Catholic churches, expressed great interest in Bible translation and a multi-
denominational translation program, organized as an NGO. However, up until the conclusion of the survey field work
(early December 1996) Togolese churches generally have not been included in any efforts in regard to a Bible translation
program. It is further noted that the Bishop in Lokossa reacted cautiously in regard to a multi-denominational translation
program.
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7.3 Language viability

The Aja language is used almost exclusively in all domains both public and private. When language use is considered
along with government recognition and development plans (Benin only), it is safe to say that there is no danger of
language shift or death, at least in the foreseeable future.

7.4 Summary

To restate the final conclusions, the results from the three factors (existent dialect situation, lexical similarity, and
comprehension) considered in regard to dialect intercomprehension appear to indicate that five closely related varieties of
Aja exist: Hwe, Dogbo, Sikpi, Tado, and Tala. Comprehension testing of a Hwe and a Dogbo narrative indicate high levels
of comprehension of both varieties throughout the Aja community. However, reported data indicate that, overall, Hwe is
better understood that Dogbo.

Attitudes toward Aja and its development are very positive, especially in Benin. In Togo, no efforts in regard to its
development have yet been undertaken; however, community leaders expressed interest in an Aja language development
project. Though Aja development in general is favored, so far Aja has not been officially standardized. Furthermore, no
decision has been made whether to base standard Aja on a synthesis of several Aja dialects or on one specific variety of
Aja. However, national linguists and education officials seem to prefer the former option. In case the latter option be
chosen, reported data seem to indicate that Hwe would be the preferable variety.

Therefore, based on factors of dialect intercomprehension and language attitudes it would appear that all Aja varieties
would be able to benefit from the same language program and, the written register could be based on a synthesis of several
Aja dialects or on one specific variety of Aja, namely Hwe.
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Appendices

A Map of the Aja area

Unmarked: 100% Aja Aja + 2nd language Non-Aja
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B List of primary schools by village (Benin)

D=Dogbo, H=Hwe, S=Sikpi, F=Fon, K=Kotafon, Y=Yoruba, lg=language
* = surveyed village, __ = outside map coverage

Sous- Commune Name of village Date (s) Primary dialect/
Prefecture                (District)                   (# of schools >1)                      established                  lg(s) of village

Aplahoué Aplahoué Aplahoué (3) 1921, 68, 78 H
Lokogba 1970 H
Kaiteme 1974 H
Avegodo 1978 H
Dhossouhoue 1978 --
Djikpame 1978 H
Azondogahoue 1982 --
Aflantan 1984 H

Atomey Atomey * 1973 H
Agodogoui 1978 H, (F)
Hontonnou 1983 H
Gougouta 1985 H, F
Vivime

Azovè Houefitou (2) 1951, 58
Yehoueme (2) 1953 H
Azovè (2) 1957, 78 H
Avetuime 1977 H
Avegodoui 1978 H
Dekanme 1978 H
Gbofoly 1978 H
Itouhoue 1978 --

Dekpo Bozinkpe 1974 H
Dekpo 1976 H
Lagbave 1978 --
Gokpou 1984 --

Godohou Zame 1978 H
Sinlita 1982 H

Kissame Houetan 1966 H
Houngbamey 1971 H
Havou 1978 --
Keletome 1978 H

Lonkly Lonkly 1953 H
Dandjihoue 1978 --
Hoky 1979 H

Djakotomè Adjintimey Ainahoue 1965 H
Doumahou 1973 H
Hekpe 1978 --
Agohoue-Balime 1994 H, Gen
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Sous- Commune Name of village Date (s) Primary dialect/
Prefecture                (District)                   (# of schools >1)                      established                  lg(s) of village

Betoumey Tchanhoue (2) 1959, 90 H
Kpatohoue 1971 H
Aissanhoue 1978 H
Holou-Loko 1978 --
Zohoudji 1978 --
Dogohoue 1986 --

Djakotomè Djakotomè (2) 1948, 72 H
Agbedranfo 1978 H
Atchouhoue 1978 H
Houegangbe 1982 --
Hounhomey 1993 --
Hougbezanmey 1978 H
Lokoui-Bedjamey 1981 H

Gohomey Loko-Atoui 1970 H
Hagoumey 1972 --
Gohomey 1978 H

Houegamey Houegamey 1956 H
Game-Houegbo 1978 H
Kanvihoue 1978 --
Kpeladjame 1978 --
Tedehoue 1978 --
Adjagnonhoue 1982 --

Kinkinhoue Kinkinhoue (3) 1949, 75, 86 H
Kessahouedji 1969 H
Segbehoue 1975 --
Gbenondjou 1978 --

Kokohoue Kokohoue 1967 H
Fogbadja 1979 H
Houngba-Gbedokpo 1986 --

Kpoba Kpoba 1978 H
Zohoudji-Kpoba 1978 --

Sokouhoue Sokouhoue 1968 H
Hounkemey 1976 H
Tokpohoue 1978 H
Sahou-Sohoue 1984 H

Dogbo Ayomi Dogbo-Ayomi (2) 1959, 78 D
Kpodaha 1972 D, H
Agbedranfo 1978 D
Gbannave * 1983 D
Avedjin 1988 --
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Sous- Commune Name of village Date (s) Primary dialect/
Prefecture                (District)                   (# of schools >1)                      established                  lg(s) of village

Deve Deve (2) 1958, 83 D, H, K
Agnavo 1978 D

Honton Honton (3) 1948, 70, 82 D, S
Dadohoue 1973 D, H
Kpoha 1974 D, H

Lokogohoue Lokogohoue 1970 D
Hounsa 1973 --
Vedji 1978 --
Midangbe 1979 --

Madjre Madjre (3) 1965, 82, 84 D, H, S
Ayesso 1976 D, S
Adandro-Akode 1978 --
Dangnonhoue 1978 --
Zohoudji-
Noumonvihoue 1978 --

Tota Dogbo-Tota (3) 1948, 72, 78 D
Ahomey (2) * 1960, 78 D
Fancome 1964 D
Zaphi (2) 1967, 82
Dekandji * 1973 D
Houedjame 1973 D, H
Kpodave 1973 D
Kenouhoue 1975 --
Mandankanmey 1975 D, H, (S)
Gnamamey 1982 --

Tochangni Totchangni 1978 D, H
Gbenondjou 1982 --

Klouékanmè Adjahonme Adjahonme (2) 1925, 76 H
Kogbetohoue-
Edahoue 1978 --
Olouhoue 1983 --

Ahogbeya Djihami 1973 F
Ahogbeya 1971 H, F

Gahayadji 1972 H, F

Ayahohoue Kedji 1976 H

Djotto Yenawa 1971 --
Aveganme 1973 --
Akime 1974 --
Djotto 1979 H
Nigbo 1983 H
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Sous- Commune Name of village Date (s) Primary dialect/
Prefecture                (District)                   (# of schools >1)                        established                                lg(s) of village

Hondjin Hondjin 1978 --
Soglonouhoue 1983 --

Klouékanmè Klouekanme (2) 1964, 75 H, F, Y
Ehouzou (2) 1970, 79 --
Agbodonhoungnin 1975 --
Seglahoue 1978 H

Lanta Tokanme-aliho 1973 H, F
Lanta 1975 H
Sawamee-Houeyiho 1978 --

Tchikpe Tchikpe * 1966 S
Akouegbdja 1979 H, F

Lalo Adoukandji Adoukandji 1974 H, S, K
Sewahoue 1984 --

Baleoungbe Baleoungbe 1973 --

Gnizounme Gnizoume 1973 H
Assogbahoue 1975 --
Tandji 1978 H, F
Hangbannou 1982 --

Hlassame Adjaglimey (2) 1965, 82 H, S
Sohounouhoue 1978 H, S
Edah-Gbawlahoue 1979 H, S
Sowanouhue 1979 H
Wewehoue * 1982 S
Oukanme 1983 H
Gbigbandjime 1984 H

Lalo Lalo (2) 1953, 80 H, F
Koutime * 1973 S
Edah-Goudohoue 1978 --
Gouloko 1979 --

Lokogba Lokogba 1959 H, S
Touleoudji 1978 --
Kaihoue 1979 H, S
Kuivonhoue 1982 --
Zoundjame 1983 S

Tchito Tchitonou-Gare 1968 --
Zounhome 1978 --
Zountokpa 1978 --

Tchi-
Ahomadegbe Tchi-Ahomadegbe 1947 --
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Sous- Commune Name of village Date (s) Primary dialect/
Prefecture                (District)                   (# of schools >1)                        established                                lg(s) of village

Tohou Tohou 1994 --

Zalli Zalli 1971 H, F
Adjassagon 1982 H, F
Kadebou 1984 H

Tovinklin Adjido Atchioume 1973 H
Hedjame 1978 H
Kpodji 1978 --
Maiboui 1978 H
Adjido 1981 H

Avedjin Avedjin 1977 H, S

Doko Doko-Centre 1976 H
Nanonme 1978 --

Houedogli Houedogli (2) 1965, 82 H
Tadocome 1972 --
Tchankada 1978 --
Lagbahome 1982 --

Missinko Missinko 1973 --
Djoudome 1978 --
Zaphi-Tovinklin 1978 --

Tannou-Gola Tannou-Galo 1971 --
Dohodji 1978 --
Oussoume 1978 H

Tovinklin Tovinklin (2) 1957, 78 H, F
Doko-
Atchanvigueme 1973 --
Kpeve 1974 H
Kpohoudjou 1978 --
Tannou-Avedji 1978 --
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C Written materials in Aja

The following list gives a few titles and is not meant to be exhaustive.

1. Primers

DAPR; Sous-Commission Adja de la Commission Nationale de Linguistique. Ministère de l’Alphabétisation et de la
Culture Populaire. (n. d.). � ��� �����	 
���
��� � ��� �����	 �������� �	�� 	������ Livre de

l’Eleve. Programme d’Alphabétisation des Masses. Cours C – Lecture et Ecriture en Adja. Troisième Livret.
Cotonou, Bénin.

Direction de l’Alphabétisation. Ministère de la Culture et des Communications. 1993. ������ ���� 	
���� Livret Aja

Tome I. Cotonou, Bénin.

Direction de l’Alphabétisation. Ministère de la Culture et des Communications. 1993. ������ ���� ������ Livret Aja

Tome II. Cotonou, Bénin.

 Direction de l’Alphabétisation. (no year). 	 ��� ������ ��������� 	 ��� ������ ��������� ���� ����� Livre de

l’Eleve. Programme d’Alphabétisation des Masses. Cours C – Lecture et Ecriture en Adja. Premier Livret. Cotonou,
Bénin.

2. Other material

������. Organe Trimestriel d’Information en Langues Africaines pour le Développement. Cotonou, Bénin: UNB

CiCi, T.Y. 1995. ��������� ������ hors-série no1. Cotonou, Bénin: ������ / UNB, ��������

Ountekpo, K.L. 1996. ������ �������� �� ������ �� ����� 	
��� I. Sous-Préfecture Kluékanmè, Bénin.

(unpublished)

Tchitchi, T.Y. 1976. Nouveau Guide Pratique Aja. Cotonou, Bénin: Commission Nationale Beninoise de Linguistique.
(unpublished)

Tchitchi, T.Y. 1984. Systématique de l’Ajagbe. Thèse pour de Doctorat de 3ème Cycle. Université de Sorbonne Nouvelle
Paris III (INALCO).

Togbi Agbonyo, Z. 1991. ���� ������ �������� Auto-Apprentisage de la Langue Aja. 2e Editionk, revue et corrigée.

Cotonou, Bénin.
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D Community questionnaire

(rev 11/96, SIL T/B)

Effectué le _____________ à ____________________ par _____________

Identité ethnique du chef: _______________; des vieux: ________________________

Abréviations: H=Hwe (Bénin), D=Dogbo, S=Sikpi, T=Tado, E=Ewe, Y=Yes, N=No

1 La langue de l’enquete et les langues voisines

1.1 Comment vous appelez votre propre langue? _____________________

1.2 Quelle est l’origine du peuple de ce village?

Pour trouver l’étendue de la région où la langue est parlée, montrez une photocopie d’une carte de la région, et posez les
questions suivantes. (Utiliser les feutres en couleur)

1.3 Dans quels villages votre langue (aja) est-elle parlée?
Dans (x)? (demandez pour chaque village)
(Encerclez les villages où la langue est parlée; mettez des parenthèses autour des noms des villages où il n’est
pas certain que la langue soit parlée)

1.4 Y a-t-il a des villages où plusieurs langues sont parlées?
(Encadrez les villages où l’on trouve des locuteurs de plusieurs langues différentes)

1.5 Dans quels villages parle-t-on une langue différente que la votre? Quel est le nom de cette langue / ces langues?
(Soulignez les villages où il est certain que l’on parle une langue différente que celle en question, et écrivez le
nom de celle-ci à coté du village – ceci pour déterminer les frontières de la langue étudiée)

(Tracez une ligne continue là où les frontières sont certaines, et une ligne pointillée là où elles sont incertaines)

2 Dialectes de la langue de l’enquete et intercomprehension entre les variantes

2.1 Parmi les villages où votre langue (aja) est parlée,
il y a-t-il des différences dans la façon de parler? Y N

2.2. Quels villages parlent différemment?
(Selon les renseignements fournis par l’enquêté, l’enquêteur devrait...
- Mettre la lettre H à côté des villages qui parlent Hwe, D à coté des villages Dogbo, S, T, etc.
- Tracer les lignes des frontières dialectales avec les lignes continues et pointillées.
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2.3 Comment appelle-t-on les variantes qui se parlent

au Togo à: Tado __________
Tohoun __________
Gboto __________

au Bénin à: Azovè __________
Aplahoué __________
Dogbo __________
Tchikpe? __________

2.4 Si un étranger veut apprendre la langue
aja, où devrait-il s’installer pour apprendre
l’aja pur: l’aja qui peut être compris par
les gens au Bénin ainsi que les gens au Togo? ___________________________

Pourquoi? _______________________________________________________________

2.5 Quelles sortes de différences existent entre la variante qui se parle ici et la variante de H/D (prononciation,
vocabulaire, sont-elles difficiles à décrire)?

H _______________________________________________________________________

D _______________________________________________________________________

2.6 Quelle variante avez-vous le plus de difficulté à suivre? H D

2.7 Comment comprenez-vous la variante ...?

Hwe: très bien, bien, assez bien, pas bien, pas du tout

Dogbo: très bien, bien, assez bien, pas bien, pas du tout

2.8 Tous les enfants/hommes/femmes ici au village comprennent-ils bien les locuteurs H/D?

(a) Enfants (b) Hommes (c) Femmes

H D H D H D
Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N

2.9 Faites-vous des rites coutumiers, des fêtes ou d’autres activités (par exemple les classes d’alphabétisation ou la
commission de langue) ensemble avec les autres villages Aja (H/D/S; au Togo)? Y N

Quelles villages? _______________________________________________________

Quels activités? ________________________________________________________
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3 L’usage de la langue/variante

3.1 Quelle langue utilisez-vous pour:
Annonces H D S T E
Rites de coutumes H D S T E
Jugements dans la famille H D S T E
Jugements au village H D S T E

Conseils d’anciens (au village) H D S T E
Réunions du conseil traditionnel (régionaux) H D S T E

3.2 Avez-vous besoins des interprètes si une
variante autre que la votre est utilisée? Y N
Quelle variante et quelle occasion? _____________________________________

3.3 A part de l’aja, quelle langue est utilisée le plus souvent
ici dans votre village? ______________________________

dans la région? ______________________________________

4 Alphabetisation

4.1 Si on veut écrire l’aja on doit choisir
la variante de quel région pour l’écrire? _______________________________

Et, si l’on écrit en variante H/D, sera-t-il
aussi acceptable? H: Y N, D: Y N

Si NON, Pourquoi? ______________________________________

4.2 Si on vous donne le choix entre H et D comme variante
dans laquelle on va écrire, vous choisirez quelle variante? H D

4.3 Si on va commencer un programme d’alphabétisation mais pas en
votre variante mais en variante H/D, les gens d’ici
vont-ils s’intéresser et s’inscrire pour la classe? H: Y N, D: Y N

4.4 Un tel programme serait-il supporté par les responsables du
village (qui? ________________________________) et les vieux Y N

5 Information general sur la communaute

5.1 Population au village: H: _____ D: _____ S: _____ T: _____ E: _____

5.2 Il y en a-t-il des mariages mixtes? Si OUI combien?

H: _____ D: _____ S: _____ T: _____ E: _____
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5.3 Il y en a-t-il des églises au village? Lesquelles?

________________________________________________________________________
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E Questionnaire for formal education officials

(11/96, SIL Togo/Benin)

Effectué le _____________ à ____________________ par _____________

1 Presentation de l’enquete

1.1 Nom et fonction:

1.2 Langue maternelle?

1.3 Parlez-vous l’aja? Y N

2 Informations demographiques

2.1 Ecoles primaires?

2.1.1 Location:

2.1.2 Totale des étudiants:

2.2 Ecoles secondaires?

2.2.1 Location:

2.2.2 Totale des étudiants:

2.3 Lycées?

2.3.1 Location:

2.3.2 Totale des étudiants:

3 L’utilisation de la langue Aja a l’ecole

3.1 Il-y-a des écoles où l’aja est utilisé comme médium d’instruction?

Quelle variante?

3.2 Il-y-a des écoles où l’aja est enseigné comme sujet?

Quelle variante?

3.3 Lesquels sont vos projets pour l’avenir à l’égard d’utilisation d’aja à l’école?
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F Questionnaire for nonformal education officials

(11/96, SIL Togo/Benin)

Effectué le _____________ à ____________________ par _____________

1 Presentation de l’enquete

1.1 Nom et fonction:

1.2 Langue maternelle?

1.3 Parlez-vous l’aja? Y N

2 Informations demographiques

(A) Alphabetisations

2.1 Des classes d’alphabétisation dans la région aja sont organisées dans quelles langues?

Distribution des langues par régions:

2.2 Existe-t-il des classes d’alphabétisation en langue aja? Y N

Depuis quand?

2.3 Nombre des classes et le totale des étudiants par Sous-Préfecture

2.3.1

2.3.2

2.3.3

2.3.4

2.4 Situation régionale en ce qui concerne l’alphabétisation:

2.4.1 Régions fortes?

2.4.2 Régions faibles?

2.5 Lesquels sont vos projets pour l’avenir à l’égard d’utilisation d’aja pour l’alphabétisation?
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(B) Post-alphabetisation

2.6 Existe-t-il des classes de post-alphabétisation en langue aja? Y N

Depuis quand?

2.7 Nombre des classes et le totale des étudiants par Sous-Préfecture

2.7.1

2.7.2

2.7.3

2.7.4

2.8 Situation régionale en ce qui concerne la post-alphabétisation:

2.8.1 Régions fortes?

2.8.2 Régions faibles?

2.9 Lesquels sont vos projets pour l’avenir à l’égard d’utilisation d’aja pour l’alphabétisation?

3 Les variantes d’Aja

3.1 Quelle variante d’aja est utilisée pour des classes d’alphabétisation?

3.1.1 Médium d’instruction

3.1.2 Langue écrite?

3.2 Quelle variante d’aja est utilisée pour des classes de post-alphabétisation?

3.2.1 Médium d’instruction

3.2.2 Langue écrite?

3.3 Selon vous, le choix de cette variante est capable
de servir les locuteurs aja le meilleur? Y N

Si NON, quelle variante devrait être choisi pour l’alphabétisation?

3.4 Quelle variante d’aja devrait être choisi pour la traduction de la bible en aja?
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G Church questionnaire

(11/96, SIL Togo/Benin)

Effectué le _____________ à ____________________ par _____________

Abréviation: A=Aja, E=Ewe, F=Fon, Fr=French, Y=Yes, N=No

1 Presentation de l’enquete

1.1 Nom et fonction dans l’église:

1.2 Langue maternelle?

1.3 Parlez-vous l’aja? Y N

2 L’utilisation de la langue a l’eglise

2.1 Quelle bible est utilisée à l’église? E F Fr _______

2.2 Quelles sont les langues utilisées pendant le culte/la messe pour:
- prêcher A E F Fr _______
- l’Eucharistie A E F Fr _______

2.3 Quelles sont les matériaux aja ils utilisés
dans vos congrégations? Y N

Lesquelles?

2.4 Y-a-t-il des matériaux aja produit par votre église? Y N

Lesquelles?

3 Engagement potentiel de eglise

3.1 L’utilisation d’aja est-il encouragé dans votre église:
pour le service? Y N
pour les réunions différentes? Y N Lesquels? _________________________

3.2 Avez-vous une raison qui vous fait croire que l’utilisation d’aja serait impropre pendant le culte/la messe?
___________________________

3.4 Pensez-vous que la traduction de la bible en aja
serait utile pour vos congrégations? Y N
Pourquoi?
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3.5 Pensez-vous que la congrégation entière serait
intéressée à avoir une traduction de la bible en aja? Y N
Pourquoi?

3.6 Quelle variante d’aja devrait être choisi pour la traduction de la bible en aja?

3.7 Votre église a-t-elle déjà demandé à quelqu’un de venir faire
une traduction de la bible Y N

Quand?

3.8 Dans vos congrégation, l’intérêt d’avoir des matériaux religieux en aja est-il été jamais exprimé
- par vos prêtre / pasteurs? Y N

- par vos congrégations? Y N

4 Alphabetisation

4.1 Il-y-a des classes d’alphabétisation dans vos congrégations?

4.1.1 Dans quelles langues?

4.1.2 Depuis quand?

4.2 Votre église a-t-elle déjà demandé à quelqu’un de venir et faire un programme d’alphabétisation? Y N

Quand?

4.3 Dans vos congrégation, l’intérêt d’avoir un programme d’alphabétisation en aja est-il été jamais exprimé
- par vos prêtre / pasteurs? Y N

- par vos congrégations? Y N

5 Programme multi-denominationnel

5.1 (Si vous aviez l’accord de vos supérieurs,) seriez-vous intéressés de faire partie d’un programme multi-
dénominationnel
de la traduction / de l’alphabétisation? Y N

6 Informations demographiques

6.1 Vos congrégations se trouvent dans quel villages aja?
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H RTT text preparation

1 Rationale

The purpose of the Recorded Text Test (RTT) was to assess comprehension levels in the Aja language communities of
both an Aja-Hwe narrative from Aplahoué/Azovè and an Aja-Dogbo narrative from Dogbo-Ahomé.

The RTT is an indirect measure of comprehension which has been adapted from dialect intelligibility tests as described by
Casad (1974, reprinted 1987). Based on the evaluation of the subject’s answers to comprehension questions inserted into a
recorded narrative, two inferences can be made: the subject’s general comprehension of the whole text and the subject’s
general comprehension of the tested speech form.

2 Test design

Personal narratives were recorded in both Aja-Hwe from Aplahoué and Aja-Dogbo from Dogbo-Ahomé, serving two
purposes: first to assess comprehension levels of Hwe and Dogbo throughout the Aja area, and secondly, to use the Hwe
and Dogbo narratives as practice texts in the Hwe and the Dogbo dialect areas, respectively.

2.1 Text preparation

The Hwe narrative was given by J. Limakpo, an L1 speaker of Hwe from Aplahoué. The Dogbo narrative was recorded by
M. Igue, an L1 speaker of Dogbo from Dogbo-Ahomé.

The majority of text preparation was done by Limakpo. A word-for-word transcription was first made for each text. The
Dogbo transcription was prepared by Igue and later verified by Limakpo. The transcription process was followed by a back
translation of the narrative into French. Based on this translation, 19–20 comprehension questions were devised covering
a wide range of semantic areas. These questions were translated into Aja by a group of L1 Aja speakers and then recorded
by a female Aja speaker according to the speech variety of the text. The questions were interpolated into the narrative
directly following the relevant information regarding the question. Each question was followed by a pause to allow
subjects to respond to the question.

The texts were pretested on five L1 Hwe and four L1 Dogbo speakers, once again depending on the speech variety, in
order to ensure that the test was properly designed. The subjects were asked to answer the inserted questions in Aja. These
answers were translated into French by an interpreter and written down by one of the researchers. After the pretesting the
answers were evaluated, and of the original 19–20 questions, 15 were chosen for the final test tape. In addition, a baseline
scoring system was devised for future scoring. (See appendix I for a complete transcription and interlinear translation of
the narratives, including comprehension questions and baseline answers.)

2.2 Practice texts

Before the actual RTT testing, subjects were given a practice text for their own dialects. Theoretically, subjects should be
given two texts in their hometown dialect for practice purposes. These texts are as follows:

2.2.1 a short narrative, 1–2 minutes long, with five inserted comprehension questions, serving as a practice test in
order to train people in how to take the test, and

2.2.2 a longer narrative, 3–4 minutes long, with ten inserted questions (hereafter referred to as the “hometown
text”). The hometown text is used to screen all subjects in order to ensure their understanding of the testing
method. Low scores (≤80%) on the text in the vernacular indicate that the subject has not mastered the test
procedures, and the test is invalid for those subjects. Consequently, these subjects are not tested with texts
from other varieties.

During the course of this survey it was decided to modify the proposed RTT methodology by using one hometown
narrative which was recorded and prepared with 15 final comprehension questions: the first five sections served as a
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practice and the final ten sections were the hometown test. In order to qualify for the actual test text, subjects had to score
at least 80% of the final ten sections.

Thus, the Hwe and Dogbo narratives prepared for comprehension testing could also be used as practice texts in Hwe and
Dogbo areas respectively.

In addition, the Hwe narrative was also used as a practice text in Sikpi, Tado, and Tala areas. This procedure was devised
based on information gathered during various community interviews. It was stated that the above mentioned varieties are
the same as, or very similar to Hwe of Aplahoué. In case of difficulties in understanding the narrative, the design of a
separate hometown text for the particular dialect would have become necessary; however, this proved unnecessary.

2.3 Final test tapes

For the actual testing, two sets of tapes were prepared. The first set was used for RTT testing in Hwe, Sikpi, Tado, and
Tala areas. It was comprised of one tape which contained an introduction statement in Hwe,27 followed by the Hwe
narrative; and a second tape which contained the Dogbo narrative with interpolated questions in Hwe.28

The second set consisted of two tapes used for RTT testing in Dogbo villages. The first tape was comprised of the
introduction statement mentioned above, translated into Dogbo, followed by the Dogbo narrative used as a hometown test.
The second tape consisted of the Hwe narrative with all questions having been translated into Dogbo.

2.4 Scoring procedure

Based on the compilation of the responses given by L1 Hwe and Dogbo speakers during the pretesting of the narratives, a
baseline scoring system was devised for future scoring. Each response was first compared to the original narrative, and
then compared to the other responses to determine the level of exactness which could be expected from an L1 speaker of
the particular narrative. Therefore, if a portion of the original passage was not included in the responses given by L1
speakers it was not included in the baseline answer. These model answers served as the standard to which all future
responses of subjects were to be compared. Each correct response was worth one point.

All answers given during the actual RTT testing were compared to the final baseline answers. Each response that was
exactly like the baseline answer was immediately marked with full credit. Any variation from the baseline was written
down, evaluated separately in comparison to answers by other subjects, and marked with either a fraction of the correct
score or 0 (zero).

                                                       
27“Nous sommes en train d’étudier la langue aja. ... Nous voudrions savoir si vous comprenez bien les histoires. Il y a

quelques histoires facile à comprendre et quelques-unes qui sont plus difficiles. Dans chaque histoire il y a des questions.
Les questions concernent les choses qui se passent dans l’histoire. Ecoutez bien afin de répondre correctement aux
questions. Voici une histoire!”

28The Dogbo narrative was not tested in the Tala area. (See footnote 23.)
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I RTT texts: Transcription and interlinear translation, comprehension questions, and baseline answers

Aja-Hwe (Aplahoué)

[A] Aja
[IF] Interlinear French
[MF] Modern French

1.1      [A] ����� �� ���	 
��	�� �� 
����� ��� �	� ��� �	 � ��� ���	 ������

[IF] �������	 ��
���� ��� ����
 ��	���� �� ���� ���	 ���� ���	 ��
���� ��� ��	����

[MF] Je voudrais vous raconter une de mes histoires de l’enfance.

�� �������� � 	� �
���� 	�� � 	� ������ 	�� � ��� 	� ���� 	�

����� ���� ���	�� ��
 ����� ��� ���� ���	�� ��� ����� �� ���� �
���� ���	�� ����
� ���

Les personnages de mon histoire sont: mon père, moi même et le serpent.

��� ���� ��	 �
	� � �� ������� ��	� �� �� �� ��� �� ���� �� �
�� ���������	��� ��

�� ���� ����	
� �� 
� �� �
��
 ���
 ��
� �� ���
� �
����
� ���� ��� �� ����� 
� �
 �
���

Un jour mon père a voulu que je l’accompangne au champ.

QST 1. [228] Son père voulait aller où?

- au champ

����������	
� � � ��� ���� ��� ����� ��� � ���� � ���� ������ 	� �	
���� ������

�� �� ������� 	� �� 
����� �� �������� ���� 	� ������� ������ ������ ����� ���� ����� ���

En ce moment, je n’étais encore petit.

���� ������	 
�� �� ��������� �������� � ��	 ������� �� ����� ��� ��� �� ���	 ��� ����

���� ���	
�� ����� 
� ������� �� �� ��	 ����� 
��� ����� �� ���� ��� �� ����� ����� �	

J’avais entre huit à dix ans environ. Et mon père me disait de l’accompagner.

��� ��� ��� 	� 	� 
�
���

��� ������� 	��
 �� ������	�

J’étais beaucoup content.

                                                       
28On the tape the question was originally recorded as QST 2.
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QST 2. [4] Le narrateur se sentait comment?

- il était très content

� ��� ������� �	��	�
�� ��� 	� ������� � ��� �	� �� 
	 �� �� ��� ��

�� �� ����� 	����� 	�
����� �� ���
� ��	�
 �� �������
 �� ������ ��� ����
 �����

Ainsi, le matin de bonne heure, mon père se leva et m’appella et me dit qu’on allait partir.

�� ��� �� ��� 	 
� ��� ��� ���� 	 �� 	�� 	��� ���� 	����

�� ������	� ��
 ����� � ����
 �� ����� ����� � �	
��
 ��� ��	��� ��� ��	��� �� �� ����	��

Quand je m’étais levé, je pris mes habits de la maison

� ��� � �� � 	
 ������� ��� � ����

�� �� ����	�� 
� ���� �� �� ��� ������

et il me prit sur son velo.

QST 3. [5] Ils ont pris quel moyen pour aller au champ?

- un velo

��� �� ��	 �
 �� ����� ����� ��� �� �� ���� �����	 ���� ���� ���� �����

����� �� 	
����� �
� �� ���� ���
��
� ���� �� �������� �������� 
� ���� ����� �������

Le champ n’est pas loin du village, environ un kilomètre et demi.

QST 4. [6] Le champ était à combien de kilometre?

- environs 1 1/2

� ��� �� ���	
� �� �
 ��� ���� ��� ����� � �� �
 ���� �� ���

�� �� ���	 
���� �
�� �� ���	���� 	�� ������� �� 
���� 
������ �
�� �� ���	���� 	��� �����

Et nous partions au champ du grand matin. Avant notre arrivé au champ,

�� ��� ���� 	
 ��� ���� ��� ����� �������� �		
 ��� ��� ����� �	� �� ������

���� ����	
� ���� ���
�
 ��� �
��
� �
��
 ��� �
� ����� ��� �����
� �
� ����
� ���� ����

la rosée nous avait mouillé prèsque entièrement.
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����� ��	 �
� ��

������� �� ��� ������ ������� ���� ����

presque entièrement…

QST 5. [7] Comment était leurs habiles à l’arrivé dans le champ?

- ils étaient mouillés

������� ���	
�� �

 ���� ��� ������ ���� ���
��� �� � ��� ���

����� �� �	�
����� ���
 ������� �	� ��� ���� 
��� �� �� ������� ����� �� ���� �����

... le matin en question. Mais en ce moment c’est l’arachide que mon père avait semé. Quand j’étais arrivé dans

�� ���� ���� ��	 
 ���� ���� ����� ��� � 
 ������	 �����

�� ������	� ��
� �	��
 �	����� ������	�� �����	�� �����	��� ��
 � ���
��� 
���
��
 ����


le champ, j’étais très content parceque je regardais les fleurs

��������

	
�����	� �� ����

des arachides.

QST 6. [8] Qu’est-ce que le narrateur a vu qui lui donnait la joie?

- les fleurs d’arachides

��� � ��� ���� ���� �� ��� � ��� �	����� �� ��� �� ��� ��� �� ���� ���� ��

�� ���� ������ ���	� 
���	� �	� 
�� �� �� ��� ���� ���� �	� 
� �	� ��� ������� ������ ����

qui me faisaient plasir. Et mon père me disait que je vais enlever les herbes

��������

	
��������

parmi les arachides.
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QST 7. [9] Son père lui a dit de faire quoi?

- aracher les herbes (parmi les arachides)

��� ��� �� � 	�
 ��� ���� �
 ��� �� ����� ��
 ��
��
 �
 ����� �� ���

��� ����� ��� �	�
�	� ��� �
 ����
��
� ����	 	����	 ������	� �
 ����
��
� ���
� ��	���	 ���

Et lui même prendra la houe et ira un peu loin pour sarcler la partie plus herbeuses.

������ �	���
 �� �� � �	 ����� ������ �� ����� �� � ��� ��� ���

�������� ����	
��� 	
� �� ���� 	
� �� �
�� �� �� �� ��� ���� �� ��	
�� 	
��	��

Quand mon père m’avait dit cela, je commencais aussi tôt le travail.

����� �������� 	 
�� � �� 	�� �	��� 
�� 	�� �� ������� �
������

�������� 	
����
 ����	� �� 	� �	 �	���	� ����	 �
 	� ����	 	
 ��	����
 	
����
 �	��	� �	��	

Un instant après, j’ai vu quelque chose qui rempait sur la terre.

QST 8. [10] Après qu’il a commencé le travail?

- quelque chose rempé la terre

��� � �� ���	 
��� ��� ��� ���� �� ��� �� ����� �? �� ��� ��	� �


�� �� ���� �	
 ��� ����� ��� ����� �	�� �� ������� ��� ����� �� �� ���� ���� ��������

Et je me posais la question de savoir: Mais c’est quoi ça? Et je crais pour appeler

�������� ������� 
� ����� � ��� ������ � ��� � ��
 ���� �� �
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ���

��� �����	 ��� ����� �
�
 ���� 
����� ��	 � �� � �������� ���� ���� �� �� ������ �� 
������ ��

mon père: Mon père! Nous avons l’habitude de l’appeler papa. Et il a entendu ma voix et courut vers moi

��� ��� ��� 	
� ���� �
�
� ����� ���� � ����� �� �� � ���� �� � ��� ���� �

���� ��� ��	�� 
���� �� �� �� ����	 ��� �� ����	�� ��� �� ��������� ���� ����� 
��� ��

disant: Qu’as-tu? En ce moment, la chose que j’ai vu fuiait

��� ����� 	
��
 ������ �� �
� ��� ����� �
 ������ �� ��
 �
 ������ ���� �

������ ����� �	
 ��� ���� ����� �� �������� ����� ��� ���� ��������� �	� �� ���� ������ ��

et prennait la direction de mon père sans savoir que quelqu’un venait de l’autre côté. Aussi tôt quand mon père
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��� � ��� 	
��� �����

�� �� �����	 �
��� �
��� �	� ���

l’a rencontré, il lui lanca le coupe-coupe.

QST 9. [11] Quand son père a vu la chose qu’est-ce qu’il a fait?

- il a lancé le coupe-coupe

����� �� � �	
 �����
 ����� �	 ��� ����� ��
 �������


����� ����� ����� �	 	
���� ��� 	�� ����� ����� �� �������� ������ 
		�� ���� ������ ���

Comme il a lancé le coupe-coupe vers lui, le coupe-coupe est tombé sur le dos

�� ��� ���

�	�
 ��	� �� �����	�

de la chose.

QST 10. [12] Le coupe-coupe est tombé où?

- sur le dos (de la chose)

��� � ��� 	�	
� ��
�� � ��� � ��
 ��� ���� � ��� �����
 � � ��
 ��� ��� ���	

�� �� ���� �	 
������ �� �� �� �������� 
������ ��� �� �� ��� ����� �� ������ ����� ����� ��� �������

Et il dit: Oh, le serpent. Et j’entendais le nom du serpent. Et mon père lanca le coupe-coupe vers lui et le

��� ����� 	
 	����� �� ����� 	
 	�� 

� � ��

�� ����� ����� �� 	��
���� ������� ����� ����� ����� �� 	��
���� ������� �� �����

coupe-coupe l’attrapa et comme el coupe-coupe l’attrapa il tomba sur le dos du serpent et le serpent

�������� 	
 ���	 
� ���	 
 ��� ��� ��	�� ��� �� ���� ���

��� ���� ����	
� �
 ������
� �����
� �
 ������
 
� �
���� ������ ���� �	�

ne pouvait plus fuir.
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QST 11. [13] Le serpent ne pouvait plus faire quoi?

- fuir

��� �����	
 ��� �� ��� ���: �� �����	 �
�� �
�� �� ������ �� �� ����� �

�� ��� ���	� 
������	 ��� �� �	� �������	� ��	����� ��	���� �� ������� ��	��� � ���	� ��	

Et mon père appella le nom du serpent Vipère. En verité. le serpent était noir

��� �����	 
� ���� ��� �� ��� ������ �� �����
	� �� �� ����� �� ���� ������ ����

�� ��� ���	� 
�	� �� �����	� �� ��� �������	 ��� �� ��	��� �� �		���	 ����	 �	��
	������ ���� �

et mon père me disait que c’est la vipère Suite à ces évènements mon père chercha un long baton.

QST 12. [15] Son père a pris quoi?

- un long baton

��� �� ��	 
�� �� �
�
 
��	 �� ���� �� 
��	 ��

�� ������� ������ 	������ �� 
��	��� ��	
��� 	������ �� 
��	��� ������ ���� 	������ ��

Et il frappa le serpent jusqu’il mourit. Comme il était mort

��� ����	 	
 � ���� � ����� ��� ��� ������ � ���� ��� �� �����

�������� 
����� ����� � �������� � ������� ��� �������� ���� �� � ����� �����
���� �� �����

il alla chercher un bois en form de piquit et

� �� ����� ��	 �� �
	�� �� �� ��� ��	 �� �� ��� 	�� ��

�� ������� ���	�� 
��
� ��� ������
 �� ���
��� �
 	���� 
��
� �� ���
��� �
 ������� ���� ��

l’enforca dans la tête du serpent qu’il coupa et enforca le bois dans la terre

��� ��� �	 
����� 
�� �� �� �
� 
���� 
 ��� ���� 
 �� ����� �

�������� 
������ �������� ��� ����� ����� �� �������� ���� ������ ���� �� �� �� 
������ �����

avec la tête restant en haut. Et il a prit le reste (du serpent).

������� � �� �	� ��
� �� ��� 	���� �� ��� ��� ����� ��� �	� �����

�� ������� 	�
� �	 ������ ���� �	 ��� ��� �
� ���
�� �
������� 	������ �� 	���� ������

Et il creusa un trou et il enterra le reste du serpent et il me disait de continuer mon travail.
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QST 13. [16] Après qu’ils ont enterrer le serpent son père lui a dit de faire quoi?

- reprendre le travail

��� ������ 	
�
 �
� ��� 
 �� ���� 	
� � ��� ������ �
 ��� ��
 ����

��� ������	� ���
 
� ��� ��������	 	����� �� 	��� ���	� ��	� ����� ��� 	���	��	 
�	���

J’avais repris le travail mais je voyais encore le serpent.

�� �� ���� � �	
 � �� �������� �������� �	
 ��� ���� �� ��� �� ���� �	
 �

�� ������	� 
��� �
 �� �� ������� ���� ������� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �	�� �
 ���	����
� �� ��

Et j’avais peur et je dit: Non, c’est impossible, et je m’approchais

��� ���� �	�
��� ��

������ ����	�� �

�� ��� ���� � ������

de mon père...

QST 14. [17] Il est allé où?

- à côtè de son père

��� �� � �	
 �� ��
��� 	
 �	� �� ��� ��
 ��� �� ����� ��� � ��� ����

�� ���� ��� 	� 
� �
���� ������ ����� ������� ��� ���� ��� ����� ����� 	� �
 ����
 ��������

... en lui disant que je ne pouvais plus continuer le travail, qu’il me semblait encore que je voyais le serpent.

���� �� ����	 
�
� �	 � �� �
 ��� ��� ���	 �� ��� ��	��

������� �� �	���
�� ��� �� �� 
� �
�� �	� �
 ������ ���
 �� �
�� ���
��

Et mon père me disait de m’assoir au piedsd’un palmier pour me reposer ...

QST 15. [18] Son père lui a dit de rester où?

- au pied d’un palmier

���� ��� 	 
��
���� �� ��� �	 ��� �����	 �� �� ���� 	� ��� 	���� �����

�� ��������� �� �� ����� ��	
���� 	
� �� ����� ������� � 	�� 	
� �
� ����� ����
�� ����

... en attendant qu’il travaille un peut avant qu’on n’rentre à la maison.
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�� ��� � ��� �	�
���� ��� �� � ����� ��� �������� � ��� � �� ���� 	� ��� ��� ��� ���

����� �� ���	�� 
����� 
��� �� ���	���� �������� �	 
���� � �	 �� ������ �����
����� ��

Mais, comme je suis resté au pied du palmier j’ai continué regarder (le serpent) et j’avais peur. Ainsi je pris la

��� � �� ��� 	� 
����  � ������ �� ��� 	�� ���� ���� ��� ����� ���

���� �� �	��
 ��	�	�� 
 ��
���
 �	�� 	����
� 	��
� �	� 
� �
��
� �
���
��
 ��� ������	� �
 ��
 ��

décision de le suivre. Donc, il travaille quelque part, je me mis là et je suis resté derrière lui jusqu’à ce qu’il ait

���� ��� � 	
� �� ��� ������ ������ ��� � �� �� �� ���� ����

���������� 
���� �� ������� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���
���� �� �� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����

compris que j’avais trop peur. Et il me dit que nous allons rentrer

�� ��� ���	
 ��� � ��� ���
 ���� � ����� �� ���	
�� ����

�������� ����	 
��� ������ �� ����������	 ��� �� �����
��� �	��
	� ����	 
��� ������ �����

à la maison. Qu’il va m’amener à la maison, et que s’il serait possible

��� �� ��� �	��	��
��� �� �� � 
�� �	�
�� ���� 
����� �� �� ��� ��� ���� � ��

����� �� �� 	
������ ��
���� ��� ���
� ��
��� ����� �� ���� ���� ������ �� ��

de revenir qu’il retournerait dans le champ pour travailler.

������� 	
� �� �� �� ���� ��� � ��� � 	
�� �� ������� �� ��� �� �����

��� ����� ��	��� ����
�� �� ��� ��� � �� �� ������� ��� ������� �� �����
�� 
��� ��� ���

Et il me prit sur son velo et nour étions revenu à la maison. C’est la fin de mon

������� �� �� 	
�� ����� ����� �� ���� �� ������ ��� ��� ���� �� ��� �� � ��� �
��

�������� �		� 
������� ��� �		� ����� ����� �� �� 
���
��� ������ ���� �� �� �� �� �������

histoire. C’est quelque chose que je n’oublirai

��� �� ��	
 ��� �� �	
�
 �� ���� 
�� 
 ��� �� 
��� �������

�� ������	 ���� 
���� ���� ��� �����	� ���� ����	 ����

jamais. Mon histoire prend fin ici.
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2. Aja-Dogbo (Ahomé)

[A] Aja
[IF] Interlinear French
[MF] Modern French

2.1      [A] ��� ���� � �� �	
 ���� � �� �� �
 �������� ������ ��

[IF] �� �������� �������� ����	
��� ���
���� 	 ��� ��� ��	���	�	
 �� ��� ����� ������

[MF] Je voudrais vous racontrer une histoire concernant un jour de ma vie.

���� ��� �	
� 
� � ��� 	
� �� ���� ����� ������� �� �� �� �� 
����	

��� ��� ��� 	�
��	� �	 	����� ��� ������ �� ���� ���	 ��	 �� ���	� ��	�����

Un jour, j’avais envoyé mes enfants au champ pour qu’ils aillent me cueillir

��� ��� �	 �


���� ���� �
�� �

de l’orange ...

QST 1. Il a envoyé ses enfants cueillir quoi?

- des orange

�� �� �� ��	 �
 ���� �� � �� ��� ��
 �� �� �� �� ��	

�� �����	 
��� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� ����� ��� ��
� �
����
	

... du champ. Ceci se passait vers le soir à six heure environ.

QST 2. Quand est-ce qu’il les a envoyer?

- environ 6 heures le soir

��� � �� ���� 	
��� ��	 	� ��� �� �� ���� ��� ��� ���� 	��� ����

����� �� 	
����� ������� �� �������� 
� �� ��� �� �� ������ � ����� ���� �����

Le champ était à un kilometre et demi de la maison. Le champ faisait corps à celui de mon grand

���

������ 	
�

frère.
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QST 3. Le champ du narrateur était près d’où?

- le champ de son grand frère

���� ��� �� 	� 
 �� �� ��
 � ���� �	
��� ������ �� ���


����� ���	�� 
�� ���� ���
� ���� �� ����� ������� ����� ����� ������ ��� ����� ��

���

Mon grand frère était en train de travailler avant que les enfants ne viennent pour la cueillete.

��� ��������	 �� 
 �
 ��� �
 � �� �
�� ��	

������ �	�
��
� �	�
��
�� ��� 
� ������ �������	��� ��	� ������ ����

Come il écoutait la voix des enfants ...

QST 4. Qu’est-ce qu’il a entendu?

- la voix des enfants

�� ��� ��� 	�
 ��  ��
 �� ��� ��	� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� 
 ����

���� ��� �	��
� ����� ���� � ��	���	 ��	� ��� � ��	 ���	 ��	� ��� ��� ���� ��	 ���	� ��� �����

... sous son orangièr il s’en approchait ???? pour connaître ceux qui étaient sous l’orangière de son petit frère

�������� ��
 �� �� �� ��� ��� �� �� ��� ���� �� ��� ��� ���� ����

���������� 
���� ��� ���� ������ ��� �� ����� ������ ������ �� �� ����� ����� �����
�� ���

Voyant ses enfant en train de cueillir l’orange, lui même les aidait ...

QST 5. Quand il a vu des enfants qu’est-ce qu’il a fait?

- il les a aidé

� �� ��� �	
� �	
�� � �� �� �� �� �

��
 �
 �� ��� ����	� ��

�� ��������	 �	
��� �������	 �������	 �	
��� ��� ���� ���	� �	���� �� ��� �� �� 	����	 ��		� ��

... pour la cueillette. Il cuellait ldes oranges que était proche du sol

�� ���������

	
���� 	������ 	�������

car il était en bas.
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QST 6. Il est resté où?

- en bas

��� ��� ���� ��	�
 �� � �� ���
 �� ���
 �� � ��

���� �� ��	
	�� �
��� �� � ����� ������ ������ � ������ �� �����
� ������� ������

Le coup de main qu’il envoya attrappait un serpent et le serpent lui mordu

��� ���

���	
� ���

le visage.

QST 7. Le serpent a fait quoi?

- il lui a mordu le visage

���� ���� ���� ��� �� �� ���� ��� ��	� �� �� ������ �� ���� 	�� ����

���� ����	 ��
��
 ��� 
� �
����� �� ��� �
�� �
���	
� �
��
�� 	��� �� ��
 ���	 �� �����
 ����

Mon grand frère s’il voiyait de ses yeux un serpent, dans toute sa vie, il ne faisait que l’attrapper avant de le tuer.

�� �� ���� �� ��	
� � �� ��� ���� �� �� 
�� � � �

��������� ���	�
�� ������ � �
���	� ���� �
��� ��
��� ������ ���	��� ����� �	���� ��

Pourtant le serpent l’a mordu le visage sans

�� ���� �	
� �� 
� �� ��� �� �� �� �� �
 �� ����� 
� �� 
�

�� ������	 	�
�	��	 � �� ���	 �� ��	���� �� �������� ��	 �� � �	��	 �����	 ������ �� ��	� ���

qu’il ne le vit pour le tuer car le serpent s’est échappé. Il cria pour dire

�� ��� �� ��	
 �� ��� �� ��� �� ��� ��	 ���� ��

�� �������	� ��	� 
�� ��	��� ��	� ��� �� 
������� ����� ��� �������	� �� �		���	 ������	

aux enfants de descendre et pour dire que le serpent est en haut. Les enfants étaient descendu

�������� 
� ���� 
� ���� ��� �� �����

������� �	� 
	��	�� �� �	� ����������� ������� ������ �����

pour l’aider et l’accompagna dans la maison.
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QST 8. [10] Les enfants l’ont aidé a faire quoi?

- aller à la maison

� �� �� ���	 
� �� �� �� �� �� ��	�	 �� �� �	 �� ����

�� ������� ���	
�� ������ �	 ������	 
��� ��� ��� �� �������� ��	� ��� �� 
��� ��� 
��� �� �����	�

Il m’annonca ce qui s’était passé. Je fais venir les gens pour leur annoncer que le serpent

�� ���� ��� 	� 
� � ��� ���� � ��� �� �� �� �� ��	� ��

������ ����� 	��
�� ��� �� ��� �������� ���� �� ������� ����� �� ������ ����� ���� ���� ��

a mordu mon grand frère et de venir. Si le serpent mordre par les pieds et que

���� � �� �� �� 	� 
� �� � �� ��� ���� �� �� �� �� �
� ��

������ ��	
�� �

�� ���� ���� ��	� ��� ��	���� ������� ����� �

�� ������ ���� �� �	������

le venint y monte jusqu’àu niveau de la tête on meurt. Maintenat que le serpent l’a mordu le visage

��� ��� ������ 	� ��� 
� �� �? �� ���� �	�
 ���� �� � ����

����� ���� �	
��� �	
��� ����� ����� �
�? �
� ��
��� �
��
�	�� �� �
� 	���� 	���

pouvait-ils le sauver? Nous courions pour l’amener

���������� 
 
� 
� �� �� ��
 �� �� 
� ���� 
��� �� ��

��������	 �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ������ ����� ������ ��� ���� ���� ���	 ��� �����

à l’hopitale. Je leur faisant comprendre que le serpent l’avait mordu le visage. ils lui avaient injecté le vaccin

���� ��� 	
 �� ��� � ��
 �� �����

������� ��	
�� �������� 
�� ��
� ������� �������

anti-venineux et nous étions revenu.
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QST 9. [12] Après avoir reçu le vaccin qu’est-ce qu’ils ont fait?

- ils sont rentrés

��� ����� �	
 �	
 �� ���� ���

����� ������ ��	
�� �� ��	
�� �� ������ ���� ���� ������ �	���	

Il avait sentit les maux de la tête durant quatre jours environs.

QST 10. [13] Il avait les maux de tête pour combien de temps?

- 4 jours

�� �� ���� �� �� 	� 
� � ���	 ����	 �� ����� 	� �� ��

����� �����	��� 
������� �� ����� ���� �� �� �����	� ��	��� �� �� ����� ��������

Suite à ces événements je pris la décision de chercher

���� �� �	�


���	�� �� �������


le serpent…

QST 11. [14] Le narrateur a decidé de faire quoi?

- chercher le serpent

�������� �� ��� ��� ���	�� ��
 �� �� �� ��� �� � ������

���� � �� ���� �� �������
 ����� �������� ����� ����	 ���� ��������� 	�������

... pour le tuer. J’étais allé au champ pour chercher le serpent

� ���� ��� �� ���� �� �� �	� ���� �� �� ��� ���� �� ����

������ ��� ��� �������� ����� �������� ���	�� �� ������� � �� ������ �� ��� ���	��

sur les orangière. J’ai vu un serpent sur un orangière. Il avait la couleur

�� �� ���	� ���!�


�� ������� "������ 	���


des feuilles.
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QST 12. [15] Le serpent était comment?

- la couleur de feuilles

�� �� �� ��	� 
� �� ��
� �� �	 �� �
� ����	 �
	 ���

��� �������� 	�
���� ������� �� �������� ��� ��� ����� �� ����� ������� ?????? ������ ��	
���

On l’appellait “eglè”. J’étais allé chercher une branche de palmier .

�� ������ ��� �� 	��

��� ������� ���������� �� ���������

J’avais grimpé l’orangière et l’avais secoué.

QST 13. [16] Après avoir grimpé l’orangière il a fait quoi?

- l’a secoué

���� � �� ��� ��� ���� �� ��� 	�

������� ��

����� ��������� ��������� �� ������� ������� �� ��	
��� �� ��������

Le serpent descendit. Je pris la branche

QST 14. [17] Qu’est-ce qu’il a pris?

- branche de palmier

�� ��	� ��� 	� �� ��� ���� 	� ��� ��� ��

������� ������� ������ �� �������� ������� ������� ������� �� �������� ������� ����� ��

et je frappa l’orangière et je frappa le serpent et je le tua.

��� ��� ��� ��� 	� �� ���� ��� ���� �� 	����� � ���

�	 ������� ����� �	 ������ �� �� �� �������� ������� ������ ���� ������� ���� ������ ����� ��������

Il lui coupa la tête. la perça à l’aide d’un bois je creusa un trou et enterra son corps dedans.

�� ������ �� ���� !� ���
 !� ������ �� ���� ��

������� ������� �� �� �
���� �		�� 
����� ���� �		�� 
������ 	� ���� ����� ������ 
��

Il ramena la tête du serpent à la maison pour le montrer à mon grand frère
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QST 15. [18] Après avoir percé et couper la tête, qu’est-ce qu’ila fait?

- il l’a montré à son frère

�� �� �� �� �� ��	� 
� �� ��� � ��	� �� �� �� ���� �	 �� �� ���

�� ���� ���� ��� 	�� 
������ 	�� ����� ��� �� 	��
���� 
������ ����� �� �

���� ����� ���� �����

et je lui disait: Voici, j’ai essyé d’amener le serpent qui t’a mordu.

���� �� �� 	 
� ���� � ����� ���� ��� ��� �� �� ���� ��

������� �	
 ���� � ����� ����	
�� ����
� �	� ����� ������ ��
 �� �	���
�� �	� ������� ������

De ce fait, je déduisais que mon grand frère qui a été victime de la moisure du serpent était revenu

��� �� ��	� �	� 
� �� ��	� ���� � ��� �
��� ��� �� ���� �	� ��� 
�

������ �	
� �� ������ ��	�� ����� ������ ��� �
��
��� ����� ���� ��� �
�� ���� �	��

et même avait sur vecu pendant dix-huit ans avant de mourir

�� ��� ��� 	
 	
 �� ����� � 	
 ���� ���� �� ���� �� �� �� �

������� ���	 ���
�� ������� ������� �� ����	 �� ������� ����� ����� �� ������ ��		� ���
 �	 ��

de la mort devine; et il mourit cette année seulement.

���� �� �� �� 	�
 �� 	� �� �� �� �� �
��� ��� � �� �� 	� 
�� ��

�������� �� �	 �	
� �	��� ��� �� ��� ��� 
� ������� ���� �	��
 
� ���� ��� ����� �	� ���

Je compris que si la mort vient pas de dieu, elle ne pouvait pas tuer l’homme (l’être que nous sommes).

�� ��� ��� 	�
� ��� � � ����� 
� �� �	� �� �� ��� � �� �� ��

������� �	�� 	� 
��� ���� ���	� ��� �	��	�� ���� �
����� �	��� ��	�� ��� ����� �	� ���

C’est la mort divine qui pouvait seulement tuer l’homme. Voici ce qui s’était passé sur moi

�� ���� �	�	 
�� � ���  ���� � �� 	�� ��� �	�����

�� �� ���� �	� 
���� �����	�� �	� ��	� 
���� �� �	������ ����� �
 ���� �������

que j’ai voulu vous expliquer. C’est la fin de mon histoire.
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J RTT questionnaire

(rev 11/96, SIL T/B)

Effectué le _____________ à ____________________ par _____________

Abréviations: A=Aja, H=Hwe (Azové), D=Dogbo, S=Sikpi, T=Tado, E=Ewe, M=Mina/Gen, Y=Yes, N=No

1 Presentation de l’enquete(E)

1.1 Nom et prénom: ___________________________ 1.2 Age: ________

1.3 Sexe: ____ 1.4 Profession: ____________

1.5 Vous avez atteint quel niveau à l’école? ______________

1.6a Religion: ______ 1.6b Dénomination: __________________

1.6c Fréquentation à l’église/mosquée: Dly sev/wk 1x/wk 2x/mth 1x/mth >1x/mth

1.7 Village natal? _____________ 1.8 Grandi où? __________

1.9 Résidence actuelle? ________________________

1.10a Avez-vous habité ailleurs? Y N

1.10b Où? ______________________________ Pendant combien de temps? __________

1.11 Langue maternelle du sujet? H D S T __

1.12 Langue maternelle du père? H D S T __

1.13 Langue maternelle de la mère? H D S T __

1.14 Usage de langue entre les parents? H D S T __

1.15 Langue maternelle de l’épouse? H D S T __

1.16 Usage de langue du sujet à la maison? H D S T __

IN TOGO: Utilisez-vous aussi ... à la maison? E: Y N, M: Y N

1.17 Est-que vous voyagez parfois chez les H / D / E / M? Y N

Où? ____________ _____________ ____________

Souvent? ____________ _____________ ____________
(>1x/wk, 1x/wk, 2x/mth, 1x/mth, 4-6x/yr, 1x/yr)

Durée? ____________ _____________ ____________
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2 Post-hwe text

2.1 Selon vous, l’homme qui a raconté l’histoire
est originaire d’où? _______________________________
Il parle quelle langue? _______________________________

2.2 Comment le savez-vous? __________________________________________________

2.3 Comment avez-vous compris l’histoire? En avez-vous compris:

Le tout / La plupart / Un peu / Très peu / Rien

2.4 Sa manière de parler est-il:
Très différente de / Un peu différente de / Comme la votre?

2.5 Les ... de ce village comprendraient-ils toute l’histoire?
MY: Y N / MO: Y N / FY: Y N / FO: Y N

2.6 Comprenez-vous le parler d’Azové? Y N

Comment comprenez-vous le? Tout / La plupart / Un peu / Très peu / Rien

2.7 Comprenez-vous toutes les blagues en parler d’Azové? Y N

2.8 En parlant avec quelqu’un d’Azové, quelle langue utilisez-vous? _____

2.9 Les enfants ici au village, peuvent-ils comprendre un locuteur
d’Azové avant l’âge d’entrer à l’école? Y N

3 Post-Dogbo text

3.1 Selon vous, l’homme qui a raconté l’histoire
est originaire d’où? _______________________________
Il parle quelle langue? _______________________________

3.2 Comment le savez-vous? __________________________________________________

3.3 Comment avez-vous compris l’histoire? En avez-vous compris:

Le tout / La plupart / Un peu / Très peu / Rien

3.4 Sa manière de parler est-il:
Très différente de / Un peu différente de / Comme la votre?

3.5 Les ... de ce village comprendraient-ils toute l’histoire?
MY: Y N / MO: Y N / FY: Y N / FO: Y N

3.6 Comprenez-vous le parler de Dogbo? Y N

Comment comprenez-vous le? Tout / La plupart / Un peu / Très peu / Rien

3.7 Comprenez-vous toutes les blagues en parler de Dogbo? Y N
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3.8 En parlant avec quelqu’un de Dogbo, quelle langue utilisez-vous? _____

3.9 Les enfants ici au village, peuvent-ils comprendre un locuteur
de Dogbo avant l’âge d’entrer à l’école? Y N

4 Attitudes envers langue(s)/evolution de la langue

4.1 Pouvez-vous lire? A: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
Pouvez-vous écrire? A: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N

4.2 Avez-vous jamais inscrits dans une classe
d’alphabétisation? A: Y N, E: Y N, ___: Y N

4.3 Si on veut écrire l’aja on doit choisir
la variante de quel région pour l’écrire? H D S T ___
La variante H/D, sera-t-elle aussi acceptable? H: Y N, D: Y N

Si NON, Pourquoi? ______________________________________________________

4.4 Si on vous donne la choix entre H et D comme variante
dans laquelle on va écrire, vous choisirez quelle variante? H D

4.5 Si on va commencer un programme d’alphabétisation mais pas en votre variante mais en variante H/D, aimeriez-vous
vous inscrire? Y N
Et les autres au village, vont-ils s’intéresser et s’inscrire? Y N

Si NON: Pourquoi? _______________________________________________________

4.6 TOGO: Si quelqu’un avait 3 livres et vous pouvez
en choisir un, lequel choisirez vous? A: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N

4.7 Si un étranger veut apprendre votre langue dans cette région, où devrait-il s’installer pour apprendre l’aja pur?
Pourquoi?
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K Individual sociolinguistic questionnaire

(rev 11/96, after the Cameroonian version)

Effectué le _____________ à ____________________ par _____________

Abréviations: A=Aja, H=Hwe (Azové), D=Dogbo, S=Sikpi, T=Tado, E=Ewe, M=Mina/Gen, Y=Yes, N=No

1 Presentation de l’enquete(E)

1.1 Nom et prénom: ___________________________ 1.2 Age: ________

1.3 Sexe: ____ 1.4 Profession: ____________

1.5. Vous avez atteint quel niveau à l’école? ______________

1.6a Religion: ______ 1.6b Dénomination: __________________

1.6c Fréquentation à l’église/mosquée: Dly sev/wk 1x/wk 2x/mth 1x/mth >1x/mth

1.7 Village natal? _____________ 1.8 Grandi où? __________

1.9 Résidence actuelle? ________________________

1.10a Avez-vous habité ailleurs? Y N

1.10b Où? ______________________________ Pendant combien de temps? __________

1.11 Langue maternelle du sujet? H D S T __

1.12 Langue maternelle du père? H D S T __

1.13 Langue maternelle de la mère? H D S T __

1.14 Usage de langue entre les parents? H D S T __

1.15 Langue maternelle de l’épouse? H D S T __

2. L’usage de la langue

2.1 Usage de langue du sujet à la maison? H D S T __
IN TOGO: Utilisez-vous aussi ... à la maison? E: Y N, M: Y N

2.2 Quelle(s) langue(s) utilisez-vous Laquelle/lesquelles
le plus souvent avec parlent-ils avec vous?

votre père H D S T __ H D S T __
votre mère H D S T __ H D S T __
votre épouse(s) H D S T __ H D S T __
vos enfants H D S T __ H D S T __
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3 Intercomprehension dialectale/bilingualisme

3.1 Est-que vous voyagez parfois chez les H / D / E / M? Y N

Où? ____________ _____________ ____________

Souvent? ____________ _____________ ____________
(>1x/wk, 1x/wk, 2x/mth, 1x/mth, 4-6x/yr, 1x/yr)

Durée? ____________ _____________ ____________

3.2 Parlez-vous: E: Y N, M: Y N
Si OUI: Quelle langue parlez-vous le mieux? E M

3.3 Si l’on vous amènerait au jugement seriez-vous
capable de vous exprimer et vous défendre en: E: Y N, M: Y N

3.4 Parlez-vous chaque jour: E: Y N, M: Y N

3.5 Comprenez-vous: H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
Si OUI: Quelle langue comprenez-vous le mieux? H D / E M

3.6 Quelle(s) langue(s) utilisez- Laquelle parlent- Comprenez-vous tout
vous le plus souvent avec ils avec vous? ce qu’ils disent?

locuteurs H H D S T E M ___ H D S T E M ___ Y N
locuteurs D H D S T E M ___ H D S T E M ___ Y N
locuteurs S H D S T E M ___ H D S T E M ___ Y N
locuteurs T H D S T E M ___ H D S T E M ___ Y N
locuteurs E H D S T E M ___ H D S T E M ___ Y N
locuteurs M H D S T E M ___ H D S T E M ___ Y N

3.7 Comment comprenez-vous le parler de:
Azové: Tout / La plupart / Un peu / Très peu / Rien
Dogbo: Tout / La plupart / Un peu / Très peu / Rien

3.8 Comprenez-vous toutes les blagues en H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N

3.9 Pour E+M: Vous l’avez appris où?
E: Maison Voisins Ecole Marché _______________
N: Maison Voisins Ecole Marché _______________

3.10 Avez-vous des enfants? Y N
Comprennent-ils? H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
Appris avant l’âge d’entrer à l’école: H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
Parlent-ils? H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
Appris avant l’âge d’entrer à l’école: H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N

3.11 Les enfants ici au village, peuvent-ils comprendre un locuteur
de...avant l’âge d’entrer à l’école? H: Y N, D: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
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3.12 Quelle(s) langue(s) les enfants de ce village parlent-ils en jouant avec d’autres enfants?

H enfants: H D S T E M S enfants: H D S T E M
D enfants: H D S T E M E enfants: H D S T E M
T enfants: H D S T E M M enfants: H D S T E M

4 Attitudes envers langue(s)/evolution de la langue

4.1 Pouvez-vous lire? A: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N
Pouvez-vous écrire? A: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N

4.2 Avez-vous jamais inscrits dans une classe
d’alphabétisation? A: Y N, E: Y N, ___: Y N

4.3 Si on veut écrire l’aja on doit choisir
la variante de quel région pour l’écrire? H D S T ___
La variante H/D, sera-t-elle aussi acceptable? H: Y N, D: Y N

Si NON, Pourquoi? ______________________________________________________

4.4 Si on vous donne la choix entre H et D comme variante
dans laquelle on va écrire, vous choisirez quelle variante? H D

4.5 Si on va commencer un programme d’alphabétisation mais pas en votre variante mais en variante H/D, aimeriez-vous
vous inscrire? Y N
Et les autres au village, vont-ils s’intéresser et s’inscrire? Y N

Si NON: Pourquoi? _______________________________________________________

4.6 TOGO: Si quelqu’un avait 3 livres et vous pouvez
en choisir un, lequel choisirez vous? A: Y N, E: Y N, M: Y N

4.7 Si un étranger veut apprendre votre langue dans cette région, où devrait-il s’installer pour apprendre l’aja pur?
Pourquoi?
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L Aja word list: French glosses

(Swadesh adapted)

Language (dialect): Alternative name:
Place: Researcher:
Informant(s): (Age: ) Native village:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1. oeil
  2. oreille
  3. nez
  4. dent
  5. langue
  6. tête
  7. cou
  8. ventre
  9. cordon du ventre
10. sein (de la femme)
11. genou
12. ongle
13. peau
14. homme
15. mari, époux
16. père (pas ancêtre)
17. femme
18. épouse
19. nom
20. vache
21. chèvre (pas mouton)
22. chien
23. éléphant
24. serpent
25. poux (de tête)
26. poulet
27. oiseau
28. plume
29. corne (de vache)
30. queue (de chien)
31. oeuf (d’oiseau)
32. lait (de vache)
33. graisse (d’animal)
34. pot (pour cuisine)
35. couteau (petit coupe coupe)
36. siège
37. case (l’endroit pour dormir)
38. village
39. ficelle (pour attacher)
40. nuit
41. lune
42. étoile
43. soleil
44. nuage
45. pluie (pas la saison)

46. eau
47. feu
48. fumée
49. bois de chauffage
50. cendres pl.
51. terre (pas souillure)
52. poussière (dans l’air)
53. pierre
54. arbre
55. racine
56. l’écorce (peau de l’arbre)
57. feuille (d’arbre)
58. année
59. un, une
60. deux
61. trois
62. quatre
63. cinq
64. chaud (il fait chaud)
65. froid (il fait froid)
66. long (horizontal)
67. grande taille (un homme grand)
68. petite taille (un homme petit)
69. rouge
70. noir
71. blanc
72. mordre
73. manger
74. boire
75. vomir
76. tousser
77. sucer (doigt)
78. cracher
79. souffler
80. siffler (par la bouche)
81. chanter
82. rire
83. parler
84. aboyer (chien)
85. sentir (la nourriture)
86. écouter
87. pousser
88. tirer
89. jeter
90. battre (avec bâton)
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91. nager
92. s’asseoir
93. se mettre debout
94. se coucher
95. tomber
96. dormir
97. laver (un pot)
98. laver (la lessive)
99. gratter (avec ongle)

100. verser (liquide)
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M Categories for similarity groupings

In the following, the criteria for decisions about similarity groupings of lexical items of the Anii word lists are described.

All lexical items were initially grouped as similar according to the criteria outlined by Blair (1990:31) as described
below.29 In contexualizing these rules a few modifications were applied.

1 Categories for similarity groupings according to Blair

1.1 Category one

1.1.1 Exact matches (e.g., [b] occurs in the same position in each word.)
1.1.2 Vowels differ by only one phonological feature (e.g., [i] and [e] occur in the same position in each word.)
1.1.3 Phonetically similar segments which occur consistently in the same position in three or more pairs. For example,

the [g][gh] correspondences in the following entries from these two dialects would be considered category one:

Dialect One Dialect Two

fingernail [goru] [ghoru]
axe [godeli] [ghodel]
cloth [guda] [ghuda]
boy [peka] [pekal]

1.2 Category two

1.2.1 Those phonetically similar nonvocalic segments which are not attested in three pairs (cf. the previous example.)
1.2.2 Vowels which differ by two or more phonological features (e.g., [a] and [u]).

1.3 Category three

1.3.1 All corresponding segments which are not phonetically similar.
1.3.2 A segment which corresponds to nothing in the second word of the pair. For example, the [l]/[#] correspondence in

the word for “boy” in the previous example.

2 Word length and linguistic similarity

Each pair of corresponding phones in each pair of words is classified according to one of these three categories. The
various permissible categories of similar words depending on their length are summarized as follows:

                                                       
29Section 1 is quoted from Blair (1989:31f.).
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Word Length Cat. One Cat. Two Cat. Three

  2 = 2 0 0
  3 = 2 1 0
  4 = 2 1 1
  5 = 3 1 1
  6 = 3 2 1
  7 = 4 2 1
  8 = 4 2 2
  9 = 5 2 2
10 = 5 3 2
11 = 6 3 2
12 = 6 3 3

3 Applied modifications

3.1 Due to the difficulty in distinguishing phonetic characteristics during the elicitation the following distinctions are not
taken into consideration during the analysis:

- vowel length,
- tone, and
- voiced alveolar occlusives vs. voiced retroflex occlusives.

3.2 Additionally, the following occurrences were not taken into consideration:

- the presence of a noun prefix (e.g., gloss No. 29),
- the presence of a specifier morpheme for nouns (e.g., gloss No. 28),
- the presence of an object morpheme for verbs (e.g., gloss No. 72),
- the presence of a pronoun morpheme for verbs (e.g., gloss No. 72), and
- repetition of the verbal morpheme, indicating the progressive form (e.g., gloss No. 73).

3.3 In some cases variations were encountered in the forms given by the informants for a certain gloss. However, these
were included in the analysis:

- the nominal form is given rather than the verbal form (No. 82, 83, 96), and
- in one case (No. 92) the forms given do not match the gloss, but they provide the essential morpheme for the

analysis.
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N Aja word list: Elicited data, list of titles, and catalog

1 Elicited data sorted by gloss

1 oeuil

Hwe �����

Dogbo ������

Sikpi ������

Tohoun ������

Tado ������

Tala �������

2 oreille

Hwe ��	
�

Dogbo �	
�

Sikpi �	
�

Tohoun �	
�

Tado �	
�

Tala �	
�

3 nez

Hwe �����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ���

Tohoun �����

Tado �������

Tala �����

4 dent

Hwe ���

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ����

Tala ����

5 langue

Hwe ����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ����

Tala ����

6 tête

Hwe �	��

Dogbo �	��

Sikpi �	��

Tohoun �	��

Tado ����	��

Tala �	�

7 cou

Hwe ���

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ���

Tohoun ���

Tado ������

Tala ���

8 ventre

Hwe �
���

Dogbo �
��

Sikpi �
��

Tohoun �
���

Tado �
����

Tala �
�
�
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9 cordon du ventre

Hwe ��������

Dogbo �������

Sikpi ��������

Tohoun ��������

Tado ������	

Tala ���������

10 sein

Hwe �
���

Dogbo �
���

Sikpi �
��

Tohoun �
���

Tado �
�	

Tala �
���

11 genou

Hwe ���	

Dogbo ���

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ���	

Tado �	����	

Tala ����

12 ongle

Hwe �����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun �����

Tado ���	

Tala �����

13 peau

Hwe ������

����

Dogbo ������

�����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun ��������

Tado �������	

Tala ��������

14 homme

Hwe ����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ����

Tala ����

15 mari, poux

Hwe ����

Dogbo ���	

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ���

Tala ���	

16 père

Hwe ���

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ���	

Tala ���	
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17 femme

Hwe ������

Dogbo ������

Sikpi ������

Tohoun �������

Tado �������

Tala ����	

18 épouse

Hwe 
��

Dogbo 
��

Sikpi 
��	

Tohoun 
��	

Tado 
��	

Tala 
��	

19 nom

Hwe ���

Dogbo �����

Sikpi ���

Tohoun ���

Tado ���

Tala ���

20 vache

Hwe ������29

�����30

Dogbo �������31

�����

Sikpi �����	

Tohoun ������	


�����

Tado 
�����


�������

Tala ���

                                                       
29���� = ‘boeuf’; �� = ‘female’
30“espece de boeuf”
31� = ‘female’

21 chèvre

Hwe ���������

Dogbo ���������

Sikpi ���������

Tohoun ���������

Tado ���������

Tala ���������

22 chien

Hwe 
��

Dogbo 
��

Sikpi 
��	

Tohoun 
��	

Tado 
��	

Tala 
����

23 éléphant

Hwe ������

Dogbo �������

Sikpi �������

Tohoun �������

Tado ������

Tala ������

24 serpent

Hwe ��
�

Dogbo ��
�

Sikpi ��
��

Tohoun ��
��

Tado ��
��

Tala ��
�
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25 poux

Hwe ����
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ����
Tohoun �����
Tado ����

����
Tala ����

26 poulet

Hwe 	�	
�
	
�	
�

Dogbo 	�	
��
Sikpi 	
�	
�
Tohoun 	�	
��
Tado 	�	
��

	
�	
��
Tala 	
�	
��

27 oiseau

Hwe ����
Dogbo ����
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ����

28 plume

Hwe �����
Dogbo �����
Sikpi �����
Tohoun ������
Tado ���
Tala �����

29 corne

Hwe ��
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ����

30 queue

Hwe ��	��
Dogbo ��	��
Sikpi ��	��
Tohoun ���	��
Tado ���	��
Tala ����	��

31 oeuf

Hwe ����
Dogbo ����
Sikpi �����
Tohoun �����
Tado ����
Tala �����

32 lait

Hwe �������
Dogbo �������
Sikpi �������
Tohoun �������
Tado �����
Tala �������

33 graisse

Hwe ����
Dogbo ����
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ����
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34 pot

Hwe ����

Dogbo �����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun �����

Tado ����

Tala �����

35 couteau

Hwe ���

Dogbo �	���

Sikpi ���

Tohoun ����

Tado ���

Tala ����


��
���

36 siège

Hwe ��
����

Dogbo ��
�����

Sikpi ��
����

Tohoun ��
��	�

Tado ���
��	�

Tala ���
���

37 case

Hwe ����

Dogbo ���

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ����

Tala ���

38 village

Hwe 
����

Dogbo 
�����

Sikpi 
�����

Tohoun 
�����

Tado 
�����

Tala 
�����

39 ficelle

Hwe �
��

Dogbo �
�

Sikpi �
��

Tohoun �
��

Tado �
��

Tala ��
�

40 nuit

Hwe ����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun �����

Tado �����

Tala �����

41 lune

Hwe ������

Dogbo ������

Sikpi ��	��

Tohoun ��	���

Tado ������

Tala ������

42 étoile

Hwe ��������

Dogbo ��������

Sikpi ��	�����

Tohoun ���	������

Tado ���	������

Tala ���������
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43 soleil

Hwe ���
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ���
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ���

44 nuage

Hwe ���
Dogbo ����	
��
Sikpi ����
Tohoun �����
Tado ���
Tala ����	
��

45 pluie

Hwe ���32

Dogbo ��
��33

���
Sikpi ��
���
Tohoun ����
��	�34

Tado ��
��
���

Tala ��
��

46 eau

Hwe ���
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ���

                                                       
32“eau”
33“pluie”
34“l’eau-tomber-en train”

47 feu

Hwe ����
Dogbo ����
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ����

48 fumé

Hwe ����
������

Dogbo �����
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ������
Tala �������

49 bois de chauffage

Hwe ���	�
Dogbo ��	�
Sikpi ��	�
Tohoun ���	��
Tado ���	�
Tala ���	�

50 cendres

Hwe ����
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ����
Tado ���
Tala ���
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51 terre

Hwe ���������

Dogbo ���������

Sikpi ���������

Tohoun ���������	

Tado ����������

Tala ����������

52 poussière

Hwe 
��
��

Dogbo �����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun 
��
��

�����

Tado 
��
��

�����

Tala ������

53 pièrre

Hwe �����

Dogbo ������

Sikpi ������

Tohoun ������

Tado �����

Tala ������

54 arbre

Hwe ���

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ���

Tala ����

55 racine

Hwe �����

Dogbo ������

���

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ����

Tala ���

56 écorce

Hwe ��������

Dogbo �����

���������

Sikpi ��������

Tohoun ������

Tado ������

Tala ������

57 feuille

Hwe �������

Dogbo �������

Sikpi ������

Tohoun ��������

Tado ��������

Tala ������

58 anné

Hwe �����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun �����

Tado �����

Tala ����
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59 un, une

Hwe ����

Dogbo �����

Sikpi �������

Tohoun �����

Tado ����

Tala �����

60 deux

Hwe �	
���

Dogbo �	
���

Sikpi �	
���

Tohoun �	
���

Tado �	
���

Tala �	�����

61 trois

Hwe �	
���

Dogbo �	
����

Sikpi �	
���

Tohoun �	
���

Tado �	
���

Tala �	�����

62 quatre

Hwe �	
��


Dogbo ��	
�
�

Sikpi �	
��


Tohoun �	
����

Tado �	
��


Tala �	�����

63 cinq

Hwe �	�����

Dogbo �	������

Sikpi �	����

Tohoun �	����

Tado �	����

Tala �	�����

64 chaud

Hwe �����

Dogbo �����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun ������

Tado ������

Tala ��������

65 froid

Hwe ���

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ����

Tala ���

66 long

Hwe �����������

Dogbo ������������

Sikpi ������������

Tohoun ������������

Tado ������������

Tala ������

67 taille, grande

Hwe �����������

Dogbo ������������

Sikpi ������������

Tohoun ������������

Tado ������������

Tala ������

68 taille, petite

Hwe ��������

Dogbo ��������

Sikpi ���������

Tohoun ��������

Tado ��������

Tala ����������
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69 rouge

Hwe ������
��	�
�

Dogbo ������
�	�
�

Sikpi ������
Tohoun ������
Tado �������
Tala ����

��	�
�

70 noir

Hwe ���
Dogbo �	��
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ��	��
Tado ��	��
Tala ��	�

71 blanc

Hwe ���
Dogbo �����
Sikpi ����
Tohoun ���
Tado ���
Tala ���

72 mordre

Hwe �
����35

Dogbo ����36

Sikpi ���
Tohoun ����37

Tado ���
Tala ��

                                                       
35� = l’objet ‘le’
36� = pronom ‘il’
37�� = ‘ouvrir la bouche’; �� = ‘manger’

73 manger

Hwe ������38

Dogbo ����39

Sikpi ������
Tohoun �����
Tado �����
Tala ��

74 boire

Hwe ���
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ���
Tohoun ���
Tado ��
Tala ���

75 vomir

Hwe ���
Dogbo ���
Sikpi ���
Tohoun ���
Tado ���
Tala ���

76 tousser

Hwe ��������
Dogbo �����������
Sikpi ����������
Tohoun ����������
Tado �����
Tala �����

                                                       
38�� = ‘chose’
39repetition = progressive form
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77 sucer

Hwe �����������

Dogbo �����������

Sikpi �����������

Tohoun ����������	��

Tado ����������

Tala ���
�����

78 cracher

Hwe ��
�

Dogbo ��


Sikpi ��
�

Tohoun ��


Tado ��

Tala �

79 souffler (respirer)

Hwe �����

Dogbo �����

Sikpi ����������

Tohoun �����

Tado �����

Tala �����

80 souffler (gonfler)

Hwe �������

Dogbo �����

Sikpi �����

Tohoun �������

Tado �����

Tala ����

81 siffler

Hwe �����


Dogbo ���
�

Sikpi ���
�

Tohoun �����


Tado ��
�

Tala ���


82 chanter

Hwe ���
���40

Dogbo ���


Sikpi ���
���

Tohoun ���
���

Tado ��

Tala ���


83 rire

Hwe ��

������
�41

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ������
�

����
�

Tohoun �����

������
�

Tado ����
�

Tala ��

84 parler

Hwe �������42

Dogbo ��

Sikpi �������

�����

Tohoun ��������

Tado �����

Tala �����

                                                       
40���
 = ‘chercher’, ‘naître’
41�� = ‘rire’; ����
 = ‘le rire’
42�� = ‘parler’, ‘tapper’; ���� = ‘la parole’
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85 aboyer

Hwe ��

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ����

�����

Tohoun ��

Tado ��

Tala ��

��

86 sentir

Hwe ����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ��	���	�


Tohoun ��	�


Tado ������

Tala ��	

87 écouter

Hwe ��

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ��

Tohoun ��

Tado ��

Tala ��

88 pousser

Hwe ����

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ������

Tohoun �����

Tado ��

Tala ����

89 tirer

Hwe ����


Dogbo ���

Sikpi ����


Tohoun ��	��

Tado ���

Tala ��	�

90 jeter

Hwe ��	�

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ��	�

Tohoun ��	�

Tado ��	�

Tala �	

91 battre

Hwe ����

Dogbo ��

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ��

Tado ��

Tala ��

92 nager

Hwe �����

�����

Dogbo ��

����

Sikpi ������

Tohoun �����

Tado ���

Tala ��
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93 s’assoir

Hwe ������43

Dogbo �����44

Sikpi ������ ��

Tohoun ������

Tado �����

Tala �����

94 se mettre debout

Hwe 
�������

Dogbo �����

Sikpi 
�������

Tohoun 
�������

Tado 
�

Tala 
����

95 se coucher

Hwe �������

Dogbo ��������

Sikpi �������

Tohoun ��������

Tado �������

Tala �����

96 tomber

Hwe ������

Dogbo ��������

Sikpi ����������

�����

Tohoun ������

Tado ����

Tala ���

                                                       
43��-��� = ‘rester assis’
44“le fait d’être assis”

97 dormir

Hwe ��������

�������

Dogbo �������

Sikpi �������

Tohoun �������

Tado �����45

Tala �������

98 laver (un pot)

Hwe �����

Dogbo ����

Sikpi ������

Tohoun ����

Tado ���

Tala ���

99 laver (la lessive)

Hwe ���

Dogbo ���

Sikpi ������

Tohoun ��

Tado ���

Tala ��

100 gratter

Hwe �����

Dogbo ���

Sikpi ����

Tohoun ����

Tado ���

Tala ���

                                                       
45“le sommeil”
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101 verser

Hwe ����

Dogbo ��46

Sikpi ����

Tohoun �����47

Tado ���	

Tala ��


                                                       
46“jeter”
47�� = ‘prendre’
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2 List of titles and catalog

2.1 Hwe

Researcher: Kluge, A. (SIL Togo/Benin)
Location: Aplahoué (Dannouhoué)
Date: Nov 18, 1996
Reliability: C
Informer:48 Essou, Balo Maurice (male, 32 years, from Dannouhoué)

2.2 Dogbo

Researcher: Kluge, A. (SIL Togo/Benin)
Location: Dogbo-Ahomé
Date: Nov 19, 1996
Reliability: C
Informer: Hossouiklin, Kossi (male, 23 years, from Dogbo-Ahomé)

2.3 Sikpi

Researcher: Kluge, A. (SIL Togo/Benin)
Location: Tchikpe
Date: Nov 19, 1996
Reliability: C
Informer: Koumassanou, Adolph (male, 42 years, from Tchipke)

2.4 Tohoun

Researcher: Kluge, A. (SIL Togo/Benin)
Location: Tohoun
Date: Nov 21, 1996
Reliability: C
Informer: Somane, Kokouvi Abegnigan (male, 31 years, from Tohoun)

2.5 Tado

Researcher: Kluge, A. (SIL Togo/Benin)
Location: Tado
Date: Nov 20, 1996
Reliability: C
Informer: Kowouvi, Kokousse (male, 40 years, from Tado)

2.6 Tala

Researcher: Kluge, A. (SIL Togo/Benin)
Location: Agomé-Glozou
Date: Dec 12, 1996
Reliability: C
Informer: (name unkown) (male, from Agomé-Glozou)

                                                       
48Representative of the group of informers who assisted in the recording of elicited forms.
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O RTT results: Raw scores

1 Hwe narrative

SUBJ# #CORR #TOT %

A-Glozou - MY 70  9.5 10  95%
MY 71  9.5 10  95%
MO 68 10 10 100%
FY 67  9 10  90%
FO 69 10 10 100%
FO 72 10 10 100%

A-Séva - MY 64 10 10 100%
MO 63 10 10 100%
MO 65  9.5 10  95%
FY 61  9.5 10  95%
FY 66  9.5 10  95%
FO 62 10 10 100%

A-Wewehoué - MY 59 10 10 100%
MO 56 10 10 100%
MO 60 10 10 100%
FY 58 10 10 100%
FO 57 10 10 100%

Dékandji - MY 36 15 15 100%
MO 38 14.5 15  97%
FY 37 15 15 100%
FO 39 14.5 15  97%
FO 40 14.5 15  97%

Gbanave - MY 30 15 15 100%
MY 34 15 15 100%
MO 33 15 15 100%
FY 31 15 15 100%
FY 35 15 15 100%
FO 29 15 15 100%
FO 32 15 15 100%

Koutimé - MY 54 10 10 100%
MO 51 10 10 100%
FY 52 10 10 100%
FO 53 10 10 100%
FO 55  9.5 10 95%

Kpoledji - MY 22 15 15 100%
MY 26 15 15 100%
MO 23 15 15 100%
MO 27 15 15 100%
FY 24 15 15 100%
FY 28 15 15 100%
FO 25 15 15 100%
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Ountivou - MY 17 10 10 100%
MO 18 10 10 100%
MO 19 10 10 100%
FY 15 10 10 100%
FY 21 10 10 100%
FO 16 10 10 100%
FO 20 10 10 100%

Sagada - MY  9  9 10  90%
MY 12  9.5 10  95%
MO 13 10 10 100%
FY  8  9 10  90%
FY 11 10 10 100%
FO 10 10 10 100%
FO 14 10 10 100%

Tado - MY  3 10 10 100%
MY  4 10 10 100%
MO  1 10 10 100%
MO  2 10 10 100%
FY  7 10 10 100%
FY  5 10 10 100%
FO  6 10 10 100%

Abreviations:

SUBJ#=Subject Number, #CORR=Number of correct answers, #TOT=Number of total possible correct answers
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2 Dogbo narrative

SUBJ# #CORR #TOT %

A-Wewehoué MY 59 15 15 100%
MO 56 15 15 100%
MO 60 15 15 100%
FY 58 15 15 100%
FO 57 15 15 100%

Atomey MY 44 15 15 100%
MY 45 15 15 100%
MO 41 15 15 100%
FY 43 15 15 100%
FO 42 15 15 100%

Eglimè MY 46 15 15 100%
MO 49 15 15 100%
FY 47 15 15 100%
FY 50 15 15 100%
FO 48 15 15 100%

Koutime MY 54 15 15 100%
MO 51 15 15 100%
FY 52 15 15 100%
FO 53 15 15 100%
FO 55 15 15 100%

Ountivou MY 17 15 15 100%
MO 18 14.5 15 97%
MO 19 15 15 100%
FY 15 15 15 100%
FY 21 15 15 100%
FO 16 15 15 100%
FO 20 14 15 93%

Tado MY  3 15 15 100%
MY  4 15 15 100%
MO  1 15 15 100%
MO  2 15 15 100%
FY  7 15 15 100%
FO  5 15 15 100%
FO  6 15 15 100%

Sagada MY  9 15 15 100%
MY 12 14.5 15 97%
MO 13 12 15 80%
FY  8 12.5 15 83%
FY 11 15 15 100%
FO 10 13 15 87%
FO 14 14.5 15 97%
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